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. 1.1 ALPHA PA&TI(;: P.CffCSCoPY

In most cases of interest the source of o( -particles is used in solid

fora.. Consequently the material under investigation is deposited as a thin

filw. If one is interested in the energy distribution, the detector has to

be constructed so that, regardless of their energy, sl *

particles spend their entire range in the detector and also that the height

of the pulses has a known relation to the particle energy. Suppose a thin

film of -active material is deposited or, one of the electrodes of a plane

parallel plate chamber, such that no et - particle escapee from the counting

volume. If the chabtr is operated as an ion. pulse chaonber, the voltage

rise of the coliectirg electrode resulting frc.m every particle will be uirect-

ly proportional to its energy, regardless of the dif-ectiorn of eassion

(assumring, of course, constancy Gf the value of the average energy spent

per ion pair). If the chamber is operated as an electron pulse orarber, tVe

pulse height :s proportional to ,.

For ma-particles originating at te inegative electrode ,o is giver, ty

t e equatic

(1o=No e(1 - cos B ) }I

where No is the total nwuber of ion pairs produced by an d -particle, x is

tre stancee of tile center of gravity of icnization frca tie origin of the

track ard 6 the ar0e betweer. the track and Vre perpendicular electraIe

(jee sectionn L0.5). Jince for an i3otrc.-pica:ly emdJ-.tin s',urce, the number

of particles emitted between d and 9+ : is propcrtion&l. tc sin 9  6&

the number of pulses witi night between 1 .awd 1' + dJ is given b; -,

/AL"PA irARTICLE ohrReS



fP) dF = (cont.) sin @ d(9

0 and P are connected by (1) considering that P is proportional to Q, .

Therefore

dF s (const.) d(cosO )

and f(P) = (const.) (2)

The curve representing P) is called the differential pulse height distribution.

Equation 2 shows thr* w the case under consideration f(P) is a constant

between ?m and P where:

P~Pol/pa = i/oAM = 1 - x/d (3)

The pulses of size F correspond to particles emitted perpendicularly to the

electrode; those of se P.. to particles emitted parallel to te electrode.

the relative spread of the pulse sizes depends only on the ratio of electrode

separation to particle range anr tthe stopping power of the gas uses.

In 3ectin A.1 (see Appendix to Part II) the value of x is given as a

function of the o -particle energy for various gases. In Figure 1 two experi-

mental distributiodhs measured with c% -partiCles from polonium are shown, to-

gether with the theoretically expected curves. T1e finite differential resolution

of the detector was taken irn.o account. Tis is the reason fcr the finite

slope of the theoretical ciurves at PC" and Pe

Frao the foregoing, it is obvious that the use of plane parallel chambers

with electron collection for Ck,-particle spectroscopy would offer great

difficulties in the interpretation of the result, since every monohrcmatic

OL -line would show up as a :jq4u-re distribution of pulses. To avoid this

difficulty, one caz insert a screening grid electrode between the collecting

ard high voltage electrodes. As described in .:ection 10.2, the grid electrode,

which is placed so far from the negative electrode (carrying the O(-particle
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source) tu t it is r.ot reached oy the C(-particles, shiels the collecting

electrode frcy the fiela of the positive i. ns rEmaining after The ccc2lete

collection of t:.e eiectrnrs. o::se..uently, Jhe pulses o served are all ec-al

anc proportiLal tc N . IMe construction of a grid chamrrer usea for oL-particles

is st.oan in Figure 15.i2. The neg-ive electrcde, carrying the thin deposit

of the .-. -source was kept at -2500 V with respect to the collector, and

the grid electrcce at -1250 V. It is rather important for gooa r#.sclution

tsat the gria is at a relatively hign negative pMter.Lil with respect tc the

collector. 'h: vclhage oetweer grid i;d negative electrode can e lrall.

It should only ;e hi,;: erncUr. to pTrevent reccmbir.ation or attaehr.:ent cf the

electr:,5. The 1.ig voltage between grid and positive electrode tends to

reduce th spread if, the 3ize& of the d-*erticle pulses since the higher

field in L.& neigt.c .cod :f thte gri lowers the probability fcr capture

af the alectrr.a by tr.e wires. The grid is cc structed so as to give a

maxiMu. f transparercy it, order tfo :aLe the fractivr of eiectroIs captured

by tie wires as sail as possible . It ccrsistJ of mil diameter parallel

steel wires, spaceC 1/lo inch apart.

it: a cralscr f iLIing of 7.5 Aar. argon, arnd a n,-,r.Tral Sample cf uranium

- ~.i. e.liLriu.' mitt. V-23e), %:.e differential pulee he ght distribution

ivtn in F.ure < was ottaineo. t 4,.ows the two gro ps of aL -p-rticle: well

resolved aria c: accuL tt e sacie later.si'y. ihr with of the ;e h is only

siigh~tly larger than tr.s crannel width of *-Le detector as indic.'.ed in te

figure.

It .:.4y bt pointed .:;. thtt spectrJl "1-Lt;ihutnrS cculd also quIte Cun-

vr.. ent-y be deterui:,.d ny dccuir te range easementnt. Hoviever, it was fund

L :t tie result c,,taIed by U," ah-)ve jescribe1 purl .eight r ethod showed

cora- :'ra -y better resaiutic,, since the st. agglig in rarge has no effect on



Figure 2

A-ifferEritial ruse ;'t ii.trut1"ni cr fi.-;artleS cf
n: 4--_w (r't-34 r. an rt-e-
tr.;r: rv:'.er c'er.her -xit.'-. grid.
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Very often it is desired to measure the of activity cf a sample icr

determination of half iives ur of the amour.t of , active material. In this

case the size of a pulse produced by the particle is of minor importance. It

is, nouevcr, necessary to determine accurately t.e number of OL -particles

emitted aitnin an accurately :.cwn solo angle per unit time.

If the materiA. is .resent is te for. & a thin deposit (tnin compared

to tre range of the 4. -particles in tir aerialia) backed by a heavy plate,

the arrargement is called a "2 1't detector". Usually it is built in the form

of a sL.ple plane parallel plate chamber with such dir.ensions, that any

d -porticle travereirE tie co.ur.t rg volume produces a pulse large enough

to be counted . Ideally tt:c solii angle subtended for every nucleus cf the

sample is 2: . Therefore, the detection efficiency refined as the numirer of

counts divided by te nui.Ler of cisi t egrat.icns should be:

F = 1/a.

However, two correcti;rns have to be applied. f?.F first arises frcri Ue finite

thickness t cf tre active .aterial. Articles er.ergirg under an almost

grazing angle .it:. respect to the frYi surface :ray have unlaerrie such a

high energy loss on their long path ii. the material that they cac..n.t produce

a ruise of suTirent t. t . e c: u:e,. -i . t a re.:uvt i Cf

tre efficiency w:.ilh now depends i. the _ as e:.ergy '. Th quaLtIty i _s

uefi ned as tt e mar.izun pulse height whIch is detected. As st.own in ;ectiori

t.t, AFB3 is given by the equation:

t =1/ l-)(4)

were R0 is t.e r:nge i tee . -particles in the material of 'he source, and

:qt) is the range cf an - -particle of energy B. F(B) represents also the

sc-capled integral pulse height distribution:



a0

F(E) = (P) dP

of particles penetratin; the chamber to the total number of disirntegrations.

The second correction is due to the back scattering cf the eL.-particles by the

plate supporting Vhe active material arnt the material itself. The back scattering of

an c -2ar ".'e ,r" "r - the material in a direction away from the count-

ing volme will give rise to an increa3od counting rate. lthe number of ' -

particles moving toward the counting volume and being scattered toward the

baeckplate is obviously smaller than the number of those scattered into the

counter by the backplate, since the former ones traverse only a small amount

of material. From Rutherford's formula it follows that the back scattering,

due tc a single scattering process, is extremely small on account of the small

probability for scattering under a large angle. however, a noticeable increase

of particles in the counter voluame ks caused by a large number of multiple

scattering processes under small angles. the proOlemn was treated theoretically

at the Ketallurgical Laboratory. it is assumed that if an initially narrow and

parallel bead of (, --particles has travelled through a sufficient layer of

material, the density of particles in a radial direction in he plane perpendicular

to the beam will show a Gaussian distribution. Under this assuprti .)n the count-

Ing efficiency is given by the expression:

F(F I /2 - . + .21 j

were the sec tad term is tie ;.r i k:es correction as before, and the term

.2ll (P) is tMe back scattering correction. 'De quantity is a function

of the initial rare N -1 the dl -particle, the resiiual rargCe R(B), and

depen.is . the materiall in w;;>.1I. t.cK scattering takes .lace. Numerical

l A c:: given i . JE'=:n A.13. It may be pointed out that for a
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figur .4

4rpro-ortional counter ,for absolute measurement of the number
of -partie:PS s-at:. t i by a source,

4&. :a nlet.
. kovar-Uiass 3 ,s1,

3. :io4ier for fhil,
. Collwctinc electrAes Cthe" platinum wlre).

5. Lucite dis :s supprti 1-g the coltactinC electr,,des.
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r . yf r .. : -:c" iv -ri .. c s y - ' .<i thick nl)-t.e, the o tck

:cttering :oes rot 'e.n : (n th" tickness t c: the active layer.

.n exaja.ple of ra counter is shown in l i ">-.- ?. The Active- atteria

is spread ov+.r . circle .: }.1 co dijr(.ter n z patinur on , which is nountec

on the negative eLectrode of the ct a;Vr, . sea trt-on of the eiuctro :es is

cr:. The cr4n:toer is fill c Aitrn 1.5 .tm. o:r:. The bWck scatf.ering for

a cranium soi:rce w-4, cslrainei ex)erir'nt. y no theoretic:Ily with the re-

Su.".s:

.2t,1 - .x1,) (exrerimrent.ii y ;

Zi~ - '.b (thoeret.icsliy,

on ar kfnowah a.s a 'frounter", wrucn allows q( ntit:ttive cuuntiiag

cf o( -peartcles a: ! avoids the eo fct of U.cv scattering, is :hown in Figure 4..

It consists cf a briss block in 1n ch tw; rove:i,,j inp cylindrical openig!s have

been driL er. ;ac ti.in ,irev are ..4uitee 4ong the ales of the two cyrn'iers,

thus forirg two proport;(Yinal c'mnt err. '"hey are supported on orie sie by rnetal

eis& ".; , cr thu other c.y i.eite r . The 0L -. ctive miateri L is Bep : ited

cn b ver' third COI >tcir.da f I;-t o ri Is r1.lrotUG ovIt r the wi1'dim 41 the 1 uil horldr

(see oet:,i3 , '"+ foil r.,i!er i inserted it tv a slot between the two counter .

In thif W«Ay .:h t:i, LPL -p.rt ic4e en5Lttuu ov#r tit !1.1 s8uIu anle 4 1' ire

cetecteu. ''Trf: '^.tur, t;rI4 r..e.; i;> nut affected by blck sc,.teriog and cnly the

th Ikresv corre-t.a r h t,. be applAel. It w-r found to be urnniecA"o 8r!' to iin-

zire conductit:i i!y on both y''erg of the colevl ori . The counters n re fi ll

wit. 1 Atu.. f i argon and operatec with a volt-g e of *.ri vv)ts at the wA 1. .A

G1 9 curve 1 srf(PWn in Fip"'re 5.

A very 3ima.r.r arrangfr;frt for tre rfe srrT.erlt of the ranpe of - -paytices

it shown tr Figiire b. The ionizi.ticfn chamber, of the ")arllel r1i*te type, nrld

the foi le crrylr,; s th-r , y f c ; i v , i t .;-I r:'e : i *1 " V "



Figure 5

bias Curve of 4K -:anter (show in Fire 4)j thVn oLlodion foil

with thin uranit-i coattng. he o: riat : represents thr sum of ".e
coi.ting rates of uoth iountors.
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Figure b

Ar rAngement of sol;rce and ioniza ton cha-mber 'or range zpasu events,
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trbek. This a11os an t.et reproductive of t!eir r :lt.iv" dist.nc'. The wh(Ae

arr,%n#!e.r.~t is }.' in .,. 3i-tight cortain..r filled w.tn srgon At a} , roxir«tte4y

n mcv. u tr. 4n AccrAt' <nal.+ter is JSed tv i.easure the prep:Hsure, In order

to (i t %rrire the rnte, the' r.uwer of county is werssured as a f1Lnct.n ca the

Pres;. re in tr.wcontainer wi*n ttie sar.. iv a fi i-taice fr", the chuJ:er. This

distar-ce sYn. be rather lir'e in (.roar to ,kvtiI v.;ceinive :ar itic -a If the pAT h

ieir"th of the varic-ns partic'en if Tho.te rnngt .easur.eents :ire desired. The

kwr is very. snaicw ( . cn. The frort electrode i4 formE(' ty "ria cf :ra ..

.c: Mires of I4 2 :ia .. ter and A ed :" Art. The char.i r ,,rfte"d

.t volt ,. The i: 'f t *.:'tecti' lauip Ter-t ts t. be ut so Jow that aI.y

-v. -xrticl trasvc.r si,#, t..,. ctari1.b r at ti.-. lo-e'st .re. : ure in the contzii -r is

c Urt ed,.

. :wImAer vvr.Ls L.-essure curve outdirec with this )ppir.tA is shown

i. Figure 7. The wrst siine procedure to uibtai% acceur tc v-je'S ol the rani,;e

consists ir cowpAriI g tie unkm:,r, s pLe with *a stdrd, si.ch s tas pcflniLfm. If

the unki.owr. sarle anc the sta!-,drd are betn thin (layer thicraless very small

compared tc the rn3nge; arid ire s:,read over the safp :.rea, the mean rn'e' Ux in

standard zir of tte unar:onwr sample is

S = :g+ d. .

In this equation .i is t ,e kvcn rar.Lee in stAndrd :tir (see LiviIr.jtO, tethe:

itev. !.od. ?hys. 9,281,1937) of the standard, d ti e distance of the szrijI.ea frozi

the chtwber, s tr.e stopAng pxcwer of the gas icr an energy of the ' -particle

correscondirng to & range x u , vn, p the pressure Jif:erenrC-' for corros-

pcndirg points of the number versus pressure curvo-s for thf unknown and tiL4

standard source, As corre:yOneir oits of the two corven, one c-tn, for jiIt.Cce,

take t.ose -it which the counting rates .re one-hlA of the i;Ixi.uI:'. The va2ue of

d is obtained from t .e easurer.ent ti th tue st:.nid^ru . i f t e o rtic be Were

cclirIkted, th.e~ prersure :., which ri.f r~txi:rum count irg raotet (ccurs would be reC-



Fi ure 7

C04nt ng ra e versus prrs-. ^. taken with ippar;tus of Figure
with a polonium sWm;e. DiStance of s.ir -o to chhnbera 2,84
centimeters.
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lated to the mean rvnge and the distance d by the eqUation

\d - :
F 15 J

where a is the stopping power for e -particles of mean range: itc. This procedure

is not quite correct since the lack of col~iration results in tie abscissa at half

maxisu.t counting rate being slightly smxllrr than the mean rbng! The error, how-

ever, enters only in tIe cocputation of the difference in range between standard

and unknown samples and is therefore saihll.

The data shown 'ig!,re '7 were obtained with a thin sample of pol orium

spread over a circle of 1 c& diamueter at a distance or 2.84 C. It may be pointed

.out that argon is particularly suitable as a gas filling, since its stopping power

is very nearly independent, of the a( -particle ent'rgy.

For range saaurements -of -sar..p'ls with several ranges, dii ferential- ioniza-

tien chambers have been used. The arrangoefnt is schematically shown in Figure 8.

The Ions produced by e' -prticles which cross both sect ions of the charaher induce

on the collecting electrodE opposite and nearly equal charges. Therefore they

give rise to sIall p ses hi ch can be biasod off, and only particles ending in

the front hWlf of th.e two crraahrs ;-re recorder. Witt, polnnium samples differen-

tial o4 -particle distribut ions wit. a wicith at half maxinun of U.) cm air at

N. T. P. were obtained. Trii width i conidersoly more than the one observed

with grid chambers uTnrng th- iulse hai;,ht method, where (see t irure 3) the width

at half maximum corr',;pond to about w. 3 cm.



' Figure K

:) ffertia1 chamberr for rag i measirpmpnts of.-ptic.e;
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DETECTORS F(R NEUTRON REC ILS

14.1 ;NTR.LIUCT(Y CNSIDEzATIGNS

The chambers desoriled in the present section are desigueA for ti..

purpose of detecting rect-ls produced when neutr ons collide elastioally

witr at':Re rnuclei.

Ir the laorat system, let 4n the energy of the neutron before

the collision end 9 the angle cetweon the lines of flight of the incoming

neutron ar.d of the recoil nucleus. From the principles of conservation

of energy and momentum, ore tta ;ns for the energy E of the recoil the

rollowini oxprossivns

S = _ En ao 09' (I1)
( lt+A )

where A is the MaS nu or ef tie nucleus. The tec ol erergy E is a

maxim-as for a ead-on sollisiOn (B 2 0), in which nose it tas the follevlr

E x (. 7 2)i
(1+A)

Anuthor usef. relation is that oonreetin, the recol energy E with

the ar6le 'f scatt irn P of the neutr on in the fraye of reference where

the certer of grarity of tnu reotron and thf neveleus is at rest, This

relation can Le easily 6. to be as followst

S- + A (-

172



Let a be 0e iztogral soettera roe seotioa, '(P)the

diffteretial s*atterrn, ervas seetica in the enter cr gravit) system,

sv Lthat -- - represents the rba::1lity that ii a celliaion the
Q's

neutron be battered through the ardie i, into the element of solid

angle dw, 7 ard dw 'e s Terasure1 in the center of Kravity *yatem.

'.e !rota ility p(E) dl for the race Aa to acquire in a collision a

recoil ersorgj etweet E ar.d -+ 'E is tt.er, given byr

where 4 is tne fancti m c-f E defied, by t atit. Z. It fr'lows:

s Sn A

Equation 4 expresses a sample relaticn tetweer. the eroer 'sitritIvr.

,:f tie rc-"oil n.ouez i. : e ?' ors ' ry system and the annular

3'strib-tic f df -the s:tatteced ne-jtrcr.a ir. the center if rit, s;s tea.

It Q.ay ve p :ir:.e vAt th'at the vaxiaua recoil energy decreases as

the mass runter increaesea Her: a the recofls : f M ihest energy always

arise frog: the element of .osest mss nuater tresert in ths gas ,r

the walls cf -the czhamers. Ir cr4 r to irte pret the cbservat ions

. ar.S*t tAtive. , ' ra lly sees tc. t that orie of the ele er.ts present

ire t ie a t ie vol zde of the charr er is cor.s iderab % liehtpr tran all

tne cth.ers, artd u 2e arranges the ex:erivernt ij. I 7ky*' a: to dete t

crly the rep:mis ef hi,.er er.grgy arising from this lighter element.

ReCcil charters rist e classified aocor-ing t.: the ri.ture of the

1iht elemt-rt fro. wh!eh tre re:.ils aro pro6uced, And ac--rd'ng to

whether this element is part "f the gas cr . s present are a film *n thi

walls *f t:: ,ian-er. ir te latter case one magj further distinguish

Letween their. ra"iators, namel, radiatcrs of a tk.ickness small Compared
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with the ranite of ti, fast at racuila, and thiok radiators, namely

radiators of a thic.:,ess larger t ran the ratge of fhe fautest reooil.

Koreover, re..oil ohai.tbrs differ according to their geometry (parsliel

plate. ^ylindrial, spherioal, eto.), and asocrdir.g to the method of

deteotion of tho ion atio! (*leotriw ru1e chamber, or. pulse ohazber,

pro.cr tiora l cvurter, irte -ratirg chamber).

14.2 EN rL OCE !}Z te' M.R:\;tMN CHAMBR IS

jydrgern stand out among other elements as a ra iator for recoil

eharbers 'eoause at ocst vnergiea its scattering oras section is

ap reciab:;g lar -er *...An tr.At mot other 1irght nuole1 art :s wet: ',.own,

at least in the er.%rgy resor., from about 2.4 to c'. million electron

volts (see Seotiont A.4. Also, the oruss sooticr. Is a smith fur.tio nt

tht energy pro resr.nees , and the ener4 ci' n; r :.-en rep; c is larFer

thr teat e:' re:ois fra. art (%thtr element.

For h; droen, Ejytilors 1 ard 2 be,,ie:

E = 8n cos &5

For energiea ves 13 1millior electric . 8, tLP Mt. e:re*

neutrons :n rruto.s is s .eric.; symetr i in tr' cent- r .ravOtT

s5 4



tfi: ' 6rm t~i-ainur 4 t. ,' t: r riu:i*.(i (E dE of a

h;; rc ;*n re ci2. r! erer ;y (E, cE, ' prouced in a collisicrn is

give: e :

F..
, r 1 E

n

t , {, sr- ererrj i' per . -:'i e+.er, - , s a 2' ,.4: CA

t-. r :Sr -rAra l a e .,.- - e s ' 0s i. . 7: .e

e* r f:rg Cs ip r ~'.:.:@+!r .1vi : .--- -r: ; r dl. par t is , see

he-- r . 4:p-.v +.:.. eno - f ,' *s -2~.stra _': -e ,'" e , I. ! :'strl od approxiwnatl n tr he e-.ergo- r7ng1

re'a-- 7.-r ::. .i1} ener.., rtA. - t.e :.

r.tz, f or t;.e erer-~

A, .

.a(

".:s the axe essicor.:

dx k

. *i -A *r. j

a;; r, 1 3 10 Lor is - eor~ 1. 4 m.# *

are ' re t ror ilw

o'.t ,. Ir' * .i r:, f0. etter

"+.or r t

A , o( E + r

'E -

~T )

"-- a arf -'e d r'a'Ar. ti.



Tne following seotions ( Sections 3 and following) desaribe the

distri'utioa ir size of the ijnizaion pulses ;pr uced- in -drogen recoil

,hb', eors of different design by monoenrerotic rehtrons. The funt on6

re:,resenting t.e fifferAntial pulse height di!-tributions will be Armalited

a, as t: ,.ve the nui'j)r of pulses per unit pulse height interval Air>ed

by the total jvm=er of re Zil ;rot na prodacd ir. tne radiator. CorrespOn'-

ingly, the f-Antins repreerAtirg the ir. 'Oral x'1l3 ?:ah struti)*on

will ;a -.c;ru lixed ;o Live ',he numter of pulses larger than a certain

as.:.., reati" to the tota. naaber : recoils. 'ith this normal On,

tne vai :e ^' 'he ... ?ulsi h distribution f 'urtiaon,'ccrresponginr

to a givor. ra'Au. r of :Yh,? pulso h cJ ind V*A With t s t'. ction

affiolency 'or a las e- ergy B s ;. The deteti o:. effioiency is here

defined as the ratio of the number of counts to 'the nambnr of seoondary

processes produced in " radiator.

It :. eon ver.oint tu vmosure i lse heights terms of th) no-4trOn

Iq~ergy En, rather tn ll e imo Soetior 10.3) 5.e., to express the

.ifferentil anrd r.togral pulse height distrIbutices by aeana of functions

of tre rv tr E ;r F 'E/r), re.p.ootiveif. : s' is a

funotin c' 'a reoeil energy alort, f : Es) is related :o tr: probability

k%2) defined preViousId y the e*3ation

f 'j/ 4  ) dl k n1o)
2~ .1

ahe eficiency ?' i rak i v , . defit-ed1 as 'he avers-e number +1 hydrv-er,

r Q:oils vv! 'e ' si.en a ieitrn traverses thi chamber ta, fUr mcoce.ergeti o

re trarQs, tne :'--. xinL xres sl o.s

(11)~~ (L _ y (L3 )
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: .ere s . ' ll."<:- "3} - it e raIII%4:.1r ''.'i th' r 're ' :asi un ->ir-

Orai4*a'ioe '! "'tri per *pzre " *v,/n' ), 1/1 tile

ki a he n fror scattc rin o 'reas .,. 'ur Ar aen. :lk; 14.2. SiTes

,. *'irciavcj as a furti-n .A ener f Xr a 441 of gly!erai-m'ristearate

SC3, l-t ) of 1VX rior &rama per 1 .are A'.timW--r.

:si 4.2.1

E c" a l;:sser; C- :a1t.Pra te :auA &r .. : :
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,4 ee
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Inl thiS 'ao :e a l a'. of lezrry i aivSitato - by tr.e

recoil prtuns ir. th radia t _ru d tao caar&Ler i" s .ppoaed :c be 6afioi-anjLL

deep so th&' nore .. ; .a r . c the walls. Ham;: Le ens:-,y

In t'A,

::' : . " , er aqu r.., Lrs " rs
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dissipated by eaah protoR 't. the ohaab r e o'ual u its original re :C11

enersy. ioreaver, cr aaootfl of the speoitfeW moth,'1 t' g tsation, the

pulse height F is wi4e t- the energy dissivate-. Therefore,

F s s s 0 oo$ (1S)

It we new assume that the chamber is irredisted with neutrors all of the

same energy Ln, the tbfe :ti pu.se height distribation, according to

tqu *ieds 7 and 10* in Civ en by

f (a s ) , 1 for

0 r in> (14)

le orr..ponuing inteSt -se heisat distributiv. is

The ountinG yieLd :f the chamber ror a biaR energy B (see Equ tit. 12)

can be written4 as rollo'm :

a tNi (1 , , r

' - a + ~ xiinat ioni l r -:F a.',uJ h l i)V r .R '. N;.l T .. .la .

a"-Lr..n 7::L2, ! atterttng oroos seot imr :f- hydame i sz V 4e &&s amd to

be invorselj prcpvr !iai '. the square root of the energy, s that we may

Sri t

whsitre ar a onetant. With this expression for Q's, Nquation 16 toomes

B n2
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Figure 1

Ion pulse, parallel plate chamber with infinitely thin
radiator or ion pulse gas recoil chamber with negligible
-Mil effects. Counting yield i in terms of the efficiency
ED at the bias energy, as a functior. of the ratio Ev/S
of the neutron energy to the bias energy.
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ISO

Ee 9 r

repr" ata;. t.he ef: enay of the raci itor --r roeutrors of erery % g S

'see aatiot. II)e i.'ne seo- tht 4r.e s alint yild is a V'un:i'n of the

rae e3 os -a'.r r ner-y to the bias e.rr. The behavior of this

unction is sh,:w* 1-. Figures 1. The yieli r is obvi.eusij sero for E<.

It rea-ies a maxiwm s valhe of ( hin iy differentl"ion of

-1.A .. i-.s -: wa >c ,huzn to be En : 3B) , an ;aue verj slOW.

The energg 1 sa of the ro ci ; prot'ns -r .'e ru !ator is still

neli ible. are h: rotonm are d.picosed to dissipated a-l rf their energy

irn t: ser.itive v". te .' tie Cianer. ilowever, - .. e r. .ht is na

2,r";ar 9qual t^ t'- onertj dissipated in the chamber but is , iven by this

sn:r- &,zltiplied -y the istanoo of tk.e "oenter of gravity" of the

ieaisatISo =rtm tr- positive eectr:.Ie a divided by the separtir of

the s : s.r-des. :,et 4s assume that the radiator is pIlaed on the ne'a&tiVe

eleotrede and 9at t re neutrons are inoident, perpendioularly upon it, as

shown :n Finure . at be the separation of th@ electrodes and p M

pressure A' th- ;as ,. ateospherea.

:a, ss oarcs ir a rea l rf erer;y E emitted :'roa the radiator unler an

angle $. ano '.t ;/p be the distancee from the origir. of the recoil track to

t.. 4onter ?f gravity 'f the icwization. The pulse hei-'"t ?roaiced u the

recoil 'nder sor.siderma~or. is then given by the ecuation:

i o
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Figure 2

Farallel plate recoil chamber with solid radiator.
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Since the specific ionization is proportional to the energy loss, the

quantity x has the following general expression
R

1 'dE
1 ( ) xdx -(19)

where energy losses and ranges are relative to the gas under consideration

at one atmosphere pressure. The value of T for various gases is given, as

a function of energy, in Section A.1. For sufficiently large recoil energies,

dE
one can use for R and - the expressions Equations 8 and 9 and one obtains:

Z - 3/5 R = 3/5 E 3/2 (20)

If ore remembers Equati on 5, Equation 18 becomes

3 R E f (21)

6 pd E

which san also be written as

S
P E 3 PO 23 21

- -- (21')
En 5 Pa En

where R0 : a En 3/2 is the maximum range of the recoil protons.

By differentiating Equation 21' one obtains

_ p. ) :1 " 9 R .. 2 (21")
dE d (3/En) 6 pd EIn

low E is a single valued function of P only if dP/dx never changes sign.

Aeeording to the equation written above, this is the case if the following

condition is satisfieds

(22)R 4 5/9 pd



If, however, R > 5/9 pd, there are recoils of two different energies,

emerging from the radiator at two correspondingly different angles, which

give rise to pulses of the same alse.

nhen Equation 22 is satIsfied, the maxiAus pulse site oorresponds to the

saximum reooil energy. nawlys

a 1 Ro (23)

.- En b pd

Mhen qtmtion 22 is not satisfied, the maximum pulse site is that for which

dP/dS vanishes, namely:

2 5 d (23')
E, 9 \R o

If Equstion 22 is satisfiedthe differential pulse height distribution

f(P/En). according to Eqations 7, 10 and 21'', can be written as follows

1
f (P/En . 9 E 2 for P, x (24)

5 pd \ En/

s 0 for P>P

where E is given as a function of P by 'Equation 21'.
R

Graphs of f(P/E,) for various values of the parameter -. are given

in Figure 3. The area under all curves is 1, since all the recoil protons pro-

duced in the radiator penetrate the-aotive volume of the ohamber.For .. 0.
pd

the function f(I/E) reduces to a constant as in the case discussed in the

preceding section. For .. _ 5 , f(P ) becomes infinity at P . yux*
pd s

For o , 5 , the function exhibits peculiarities on amount of the multiple

valued relation between E and P. The function f(P/En) for the ease under
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Figure a

Eleottm pulse. parallel plate chamber with infinitely

thin hydrogenous radiator on one plate. Differential

pulse height distributions of hydroen recoils produced by

mopoenergete neutrons falling perpendioularly upon

the radiator, for di fferent values of the ratio between

the .x1imm range- o/p of the recoils in the gas and the

depth 4 of the chamber.
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oonideration, has also been calculated by usir; the energy rar.;e relation

given in Section A.l, instead of the E3 law. Tie results are su-mrized

in Table 14.5-1.

14.5 THIN RADIATOR: PARALLhL PLATE: IONI MUL3E C:A,'BER: ELECTRON FU=$E
CHAMBER WIT-H GRID OR PROPORTIONAL C UNTER: NO ALL CORREC I

This case is similar to that discussed in Section 3 except that the thick-

ness of the radiator, even though smaller than the maximum range of the recoil

protons in the radW-" itself, is not negligible comparod with this range. We

sall assume that the radiator is placed on one of the plates of the chamber

and that monoenergetic neutrons of energy Er fall perpendicularly upon it, as

indicated in Figure 2. Tne recoil protons which give a pulse larger than P

are those which emerge from the radiator with an energy larger than P. If

R'(3) represents the range in the material of the radiator of protons of energy

Z, it follows that a proton, generated at a depth x in the radiator, at an angle

9 , and with an energy E, will produce a pulse larger than P if x X, where

X satisfies

R'(E) - " RI(P)
cos a

(25)

or

R'(B) - X s R'(P)

Hence, the total number of pulses larger than P, relative to the total

number of recoils generated in the radiator, is given by the following

- i~~
express on s

1
1 s X (R) d (2

P

where X is either the thickness, t, of the radiator or the function of ;

defined by Bquation 25, whichever is smaller. If we assume that R'(K) is

proportional to F 2, equation 25 beemes:

6)



*r
X Re' 

(C 
E

.her, R 0 ' is the range !r the radiator A t roi4or of energy En. Fqusticr.

26 oan then be written as follows:
1

(1/t) X ( / ) d (26')

nA n n

Sinoe x/t is either c cr a fur otion of , EN aLad I/E. giuation 28'

shcns that, under the assumtion made, tho fur ticn depends only on the
Rot

ratios F/ and R .t The sane 4- true for the differential pulse height

df stributior, which is obtained by differtntiatin. F with respect to I/ .

The funoticna f(F/n) and F(F/,') have been calculated, under the

assaLption of R' proportional to B 2 anm the results are given in Figure 4.

It may be noted that the areas under the curves for f(F/B,) corresponding

to different thinknessea of the radiator are not equal. The reason is that

as the radiator becomes thicker, an ircreasing fraction of the recoils

produced in the radiator are abscrbed by the radiator itself before they reach

the active volume of the chamber.

14.6 THIN RADIAT(R : ARA.LLEL PIATH, ELECTRON PULSE CHA&BU: NO

This case is similar to that discussel in ecticn 4, except for a

finite thicknees cf the radiator. The differential and irteiral pulse

height distributions for this case were calculate., on the basis of .the

energy range relations giver. ir. Section A.l. for radiators of glycerol-

tristearate ( C 5 7H 1 1 0 06 ) and argcn filled chambers.

These results are sunarized in Table 14.6-1, where f and F are given as

a function of P/En for various values of the neutron energy Fn, of the



Figure 4

for Fulese parallel plate chamber with thin
hydrogenous radiator cm tae plate. (AJ
rife erertia 1 and (B) Integral pulse height
distritutione (X hydrogen recoils produced
by monoerrget io r.eutors fa l l in Ferpend.
ioularly upon the radiator, for different
valuee of the ratio tAto' between the thick.
ness of the radiator and the maximum rane
c:' the re'oils in the radiator.
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Differential and Integral Pulse Height Distributions for Argon Filled,
Parasle: Piate, Electron Pulse Chambers with Glycerow Tristearate Radiators

1 a 0.3 ev pd a 4,02 ato. em

t 2 0 t . 25 y / M2

fb Lb

0.1666
0.3333
0.5000
0.6000

0.6688
0.7000

1. 0083
1.0122
1.4)76
1.0696

1
1

0.733 3 1
0.766 1

0.7848 1
0.8386 1
0.8909 1
0.9423 1

0.8430
0.8935
0.9557
1.0004

1.0260
1.0393
1.0662
1.0742

1.0850
1.1145
1.1467
0.00000

.0874

.0979

.1088

.1203

.1278

.1508

.1773

.2040

I t = 6O Y/ m2

fbP

0.7410
0.5960
0.4420
0.3425

0.2735
!0.2385

S0.2060

0.1700

0.1500
0.0915
0.0300
0.00000

0.7449
0.8159
0.8931
0.9444

0.9773
0.9952
1.0166
1.0375

1.0496
1.0830
0.5733
0.0000

F

0.3945
003001

0.2355
0.2022
0.1697
X.1362

0.1138
0.0605
0.0150
0.0000

t s 75

I.-

Y/ 2

t 1 7

0.5884 0.8045
0.7642 0.4853
0.8485 0.3531
0.9020 0.2644

0.9396
0.9613
0.9654
1.0062

1.0316
0.7220
0.3822
0.0000

0.2024
0.1701
0.1383
0.1055

0.0864
0.0400
0.0100
0.0000

6

0.

I

I iit,e i4.o--.

I

,



n 0 0.4 Mev pd = 4.02 atm. t s
t : 0

0.1250 _.1.0073
0.2500 1.01
0.3750 1.0414
0.5000 1.0735

0.S250 1.1262
0.7500 1.2015
0.7750 1.2219
0.8000 1.2434

0.9204 1.2622
0.3513 1.2826
3.6829 1.3292
0.9117 1.3624

t , 25 7Z/ .2
f F

.x151 0 8005

0.8835
0.9471
1.0084

1.0776
1.1664
1.1898
1.2133

1.2341
1.2676
1.3064
0.0c

0.3910
0.5760
0.4545

0.3220
0.1820
0.1530
0.1235

0.0985
0.0605

0.)190
0.0000

t 53 Y/c.2

0.7117
0.7990
0.3818
0.9582

1.0385
1.1358
1.1606
1.1866

1.2095
1.2458
0.6532

C.'0 ̂ C"

F

0.7358
0.6393
0.5348
0.4218

0.2967
0.1618
1.1330

0.1337

0.0790
0.0437
0.3095
00000

pd s 4.02 *tm. cm

ta

0.6568
0.7449
0.8343
0.9186

1. W73

1.1099
1.1360
1.1640

1.1385
0.8306
0.4355
0.3000

75 0/ 2

I 0.3990
0.5990
0.5006
0.5933

0.2731
0.1425
0.1140
0.0645

0.0594
0.0271
0.0063
0.0000

E : 0.5 mey

t " 25 Y/cm2
f

LI I'

0.9963
1.0591
1.1364
1.2438

1.3308
1.4 318
1.4479
1.4947

0.8581 1.5652 1.5454
100,875 090 0.0000

ta SO Y/. 2

0.9424
1.0173
1.1033
1.2188

1.3071
1.3827
1.4295
1.4771

0.7727
0.0000

0.3

t 0

0
OD

n

0.4000
0.5000
0.5000
0.7000

0.7600
'.800

0.8208
0.83?6

t

1.0649
1.1083
1.1733
1.27C2

1.3533
1.4250
1.4691
1.5146

75 /m2t.

fI

0.9004
0.9822
1.0748
1.1959

1.2854
1.3653
1.4132
0.9147

0.5151

+

0

. I

i



En, eI8 ev pd , 4.0l atm. nn

i / t x so

t i

0.8507
x.9228

0.V25
1.0447

1.1141
1.2 CC4
1.3329

1.5083
1. c8c
1.r113
I.E631

1.7 1

1.75

0.7576
0.6491
0.9246
1. 0001

1.J6C5
1.1756
1.3151

1.4989
1.5485
1.5934
1.49 I

1.71ES
1.7806
1.5471

1. O S}t
II

0.7488
0.6798
0.6067
0.&258

0.4408
0.3482
C.2440
0. ic98

0.1507
0.1223
(.1027
0.0837

0.0623
0.0425
0,.0220
0.C150

-. 75 2

f

.7103
0.7995
0.S818
0.9634

1.0502
1.1534
1.2968
1 .369

3 .4692

1 .% 794
1.6357

1.7030

G. C0 - C.0C00O

F

0.7131
0.6538
0.584?
0.5076

0.4246
0.3336
Q.Z:13
O.187

0.14(1
0.1111

M.962

0.0C5?Z
0.04 E1
0."147
0.0033

C.)I

2100/o2 t " 175 Y/ om2

F t

0.0ZC3 0.6826 0.571C
0.5634 0.7740 0.5101
0.4204 0.OG1 0.4429

0.4095 0.9660 0.3665
0.3194 1.0823 0.2812

21 ' 1 "3' 3'- i 1.52

O. a' b

0.1295
D.1008
0.0622
0.0631

1.n

0.1666
0.-500-

'.4 16

C.5000
C.%C833
Ge. 666

C.7333
S7524

C.777C

0.7892
".50

0.3126
C"SZ*4<

P.
1. '082

1.-144
1.4782

.
0.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.o
c.0
C.c
0.

1
0.0

434

982
720
530
'377

1237
'138
0063
014

moo

0.0414
0.0241
0.0110

0 .CO(Y)

I

N

m aa 3.5-1 G og,.ag

Tt

i 1



En p 1.0 Vey pd : 8.98 atm. o

t : 175/ cm2
f

0.6668
0.7416
0.8098

0.8746
0.9347
0.9927
1.0655

1.0966
1.1112
0.6293
0.5209

0.0000

0.6231
0.5732
0.5141
0.4501

0.3790
0.3038
0.2231
0.1377

0.0832
0.0681
0.00359
0.0121

0.0000

P/ tP

0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25

0.30
0.95
0.40
0.45

0.E0
0.55
0.60
0.65

0.70
0.75
0.78
0.8017

0.8109
0.8201
0.8336

t

1.0077
1.0149
1.055
2. X406

0 o= 175 /o= 2

- F

0.70387
0.76750

0.82845
0.68625
0.93923
0.09250

1.0479
1.1089
1.1819
1.2652

1.3802
1.5432
1.6859
1.6004

1.3360
0.6350
0.0000

0.7527
0.7217
0.6884
0.6524

0.6120
0.5692
0.5244
0.4750

0.4241
0.3706
0.3123
0.2545

0.1870
0.1131
0.0645
0.0322

0.0161
0.0058
0.000

1'

1.0168
1.0311

1.0456
1.0652
1.0872
1.1179

1.1526
1.1: 19
1.2597
1.3319

1.4412
1.5988
1.7188
1.8499

1.9046
2.0576
2.0685

1.0591
1.0821
1.1125
1.1594

1.1935
1.2049
1.2257
1.2530

1.2I37

0.1666
0.2500
0.333
0.4167

0.5000
0.6875
0.6666
C.*700

0.8000
0.8160
0.6480
0.6796

0.2260

m.
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radiator thickness .t, and of the product .pd.of the gas pressure times the

depth of the hammerr.

In Figure 8 the function f(PN). oorresponding to t * 0 and t'u 175 r

per square eantimter and ealeulated for the some value of (1 Millio

electrot volt) and pd (8.98 atmospheres times otntimeters), is represented

Graphically in order to illustrate the influence of a finite radiator

thinknesa on the oulse height distritbution curves. The differential pulse

height distribution tr t e 0, oaloulated on the basis of tho Ri E

approxiaatin. Is also rev-resented in the sume figure. The dii'ference

between this ourve and that ealoulated on the basis cf the more accurate

energy rante relation is very esal.

14.7 THICK RADIA XP: }ARALLYL FIA TE, ION IULSF. ClI .DER, hLECTRON
u.ZE ~.n a T ;kil c:" ITS

The radiator is again placed on the negative plate of the chamber, and

the neutrons are incident perpendicularly on it, as shcwn in Figure 2. The

thickness of the radiator is now supposed to be larger than the range Ro'

cf the fastest recoil protons in the radiator itself. .

The integral pulse height distribution in the case of monoenergetie '

neutrons striking the chaffer is given by Equation 26 or 26' where now

Y(E . F. E) is always defir.ed by Equation 25; i.e., it never beoor.es equal

to the thickness t of the radiator. If we assume the range to be proportional

to E 3/, then Lquativn 25' holds and one obtains

F (P/1) / . ( d( )
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Figure 5

Electron pulse parallel plate chamber with glycerol.
tristearate radiator on one plate. Plate separation
d _ 1.33 centimeters; gas filling 6.7 atmospheres of
argon. %ifferential pulse height distributions for
hydrogen recoils produced by neutrons of 1 million
electron volt energy falling perpendicularly upon the
radiator.

(A) Infinitely thir radiator(ts O) calculated by
assuming R proportional to E1 .

(B) Infinitely thin radiator(t:0), calculated on
the basis of the energy range relation given
ir. Section A.l.

(C) "Thin" radiator (t r 175f/om2), calculated on
the basis of the energy range relation given
in Section A.l.
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][2

T 3-- 1;(E7)

The counting yield of the chamber for a bias energy B (see Equation 12) has

the expression:

l/' 3 C' (En) Rot 1 - ( H) (9

or, if one assumes R' to be .proportioal to E anid O-s proportional to

in ' 

12 a 1/3 En 1 .( )
B B En (2'

In the above equation

. R' (B) v( B-1/2

rorresents the average number of recoils per incident neutron of energy

En : B produced in a thickness of the radiator equal to the range of protons

of energy B. Equation 28' indicates that I is a function of En/B. A graph of

this function is given in Figure 6, from which one can see that the counting

yield of a recoil chamber with thick radiator increases rapidly and continuously

with increasing neutron energy.

14.8 GAS RECOIL C Ai MBFR: 110 iKLL 'FETS

We shall assume now that the chamber is filled with hydrogen, a hydrogen

compound, or a hydrogen, containing; uoisture,and that the linear dimensions of

the chamber are very large compared with the range of the fastest recoil

protons, so that wall effects can be disregarded.



Figure 6

Imn pulse parallel plats chamber with thiok .,
radiatr. Countin; }ise.d V) n terms ov ;D= VT.lb' R'(b)
as a funotior of the ratio F./B of the neutron
ery to the bias energy.
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If the chamber is used as ar. ion pulse chamber, then P r E and the

differential and integral pulse height distribution for monoenergetie

neutrons are the same as in Section 3 ( see Mquations 14 and 15). If

the chamber is used as an electron pulse chamber, the pulse height

distribution depends on the geometry.

If the chamber is used as an integrating chamber and is filled with

Fur. hydr-.>gen, then the ir.tensity I of the ionization current is given by

sN I H
(29)

where H is the number or recoils per second produced in the chamber, e -is

the electron charga, W0 is the energy per ion pair, and n represents the

average energy of the hydrogen recoils.

14.9 AS R EC CI L, I O PULSE CHAMBER, C AMPUTATION OF A LL EiFE TS

Let us consider the two following types of ionisation shamberss

(A) Parallel plate chamber, with a circular collecting electrode,

surrounded by a guard ring as shown in Yigure 7.

(B) Cylir.drioal chamber with axial collecting electrode supported

by guard electrodes as shown in Figure 8.

In both cases the active volumes are supposed to be sharply defined and in

the shape of cylinders with flat ends. The direction of the incoming neutrons

is parallel to the axis of the cylinder, as shown by the arrows. In the case

of (A), the wall ef ets are caused: (1) by recoils hitting the electrode at

the far end of the chambs'rg (2) by recoils produced in the active volume, but

going out of the active volume throujrh its lateral boundary and (3) by recoils

produced outside the active volume and entering the active volume through its

lateral boundary.



Figure 7

all *ffsets in a gas recoil parallel plate ehaber
with eireular elootrodes.

Figure s

all effects in a gas recoil cylindrical chamber.
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I the case of (B), the wall effects are caused:(1) by recoils produced in the

active volume and crossing the boundary B (see Figure 8); (2) by recoils

hitting the :ateral wall; and (3) by recoils produced outside of the active

volume and entering the active volume through the boundary A. The recoils

hitting the central electrode are neglected .

A general eomputation of the wall effects for tne two types of chambers

described was carried out under the assumption R of E3/2

In these calculations, edge effects (see Section 10.7) are neglected, and

accordingly the pulse height fcr a particle which crosses the boundary of the

sensitive volume is computed by considering only the ionization produced by

the particle in the sersitive volume. This procedure is justified if the

conditions for an "ideal" ion pulse chamber are fulfilled; i.e., if the decay

tim of the detecting equipment is very long compared with the time of collection

of the :ositive ions -( see Section 10.6 ). In the practical cases, the

peuliarities in the shape of pulses produced by the motion of ions near the

boudary of the active volus" say have an appreciable influence or, the observed

pulse hei ht distribution.

The results of the caleulations are expressed by the following equations,

in which t represents the radius of the cylindrical sensitive volume and a

its length (a is the spacing of the plates in ease (A) and the length of the

colleetiag elestrode in ease (6)).These results apply to chambers of any

diasiene, provided that the maximum range Ro of the recoil protons is

smaller than a.

Case (A) (see Figure 7) -

f (J " i+ A I' + R ( + R (P

(30)

V (-1 ) (1- * + .D(.L) + . r
fx En sh n b
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c'x

Case (B) (see Figure 8)

En a n b En bn

(31)

F (P ) (1 - ) + R ( ) + 3( ) + T( P
En E a En ab b n

The functions A, B, C, D, G, H, L, M, N, Q, 3, T are piven in Table 14.9-1.

14.10 USES OF RECOIL CHAMPERS

Recoil chambers are used for the following purposes:

(A) Relative flux measurements for neutron beams with the same

energy distribution.

(B) Absolute flux measurement for monoenergetio neutron beans.

(C) Determination of the energy distribution of neutrons.

(D) Investisation of neutron scattering on light atomic nuclei.

For (A), (B) and (C) hydrogen recoil chambers are generally used.

No special precautions are needed in the construction of a chamber for

relative measurements of neutron flux. High sensitivity, small physical size

and directionality may be desirable features. Examples of chambers designed

in order tc satisfy one or the other of the above requirements will be

found below.

The problem of building a chamber for absolute flux meaurements is a

much more difficult one. In the first place it is necessary to know the

efficiency E of the radiator. In the case of a gas recoil chamber, this

implies ar. accurate knowledge of the sensitive volume, of the total gas

pressure and of the concentration of hydrogen in the gas of the chamber.

In the case of a solid radiator, the mass of the foil and its chemical
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composition must be knOwn aeourately. The radiator is generally prepared by

distillation in a wwalam, and if it is bate of a noterial sontainig different

oheaioal species (like ordinary paraffin , the oasposition of the foil way be

different from that of the bulk material. Mainly for this reason, the radiators

for juantitative flux masuroments were prepared with glyaerol-tristearate,

which is a definite sdemijal compound, rather than with paraffin.

In the second plaoe, one must determine the *raotional number of recoils

prodmoed in the chamber uhinh are detested with the speoifie experimental

arrangement. If no oollination of the recoil protons is used (see below),

the pulses obtained raree in size all the way from tero to a maximum. Only

pulses above a certain *ise, 3, are detected, where H is determined by the

bias setting. It is neoeessary to first know B in absolute value, i.e.,

in terms of energy, %nd then to evaluate the quantity F(B/E6) which represents

the fractional number of recoils giving pulses larger than B. This requires

a simple geonetrical design of the chamber, 3o that F(B/kn) may be oaloulated

theoretically. Also, it requires an experiwntal check of tae oaloulated

pulse height distribution. The experimental check is necessary for the following

reas one a

(A) :t provides the only reliable method for the calibration of the

bias setting ir, terms of energy i.e., for the absolute deterinatioa

of B.

(B) It 3et*. .. es the lowest bias at ahich only hydrogen recoils are

detected. In addition to hydrogen recoils, one usually has in the

chamber recoils of other lig ht nuclei ( argon, oarbOn, etc. ), and

also secondary electrons produced by rrays. If the resolving

time of the detecting equipment is not small compared with the

average time separation of the spurious pulses, these latter will
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"pile up" and give rise to pulses larger than those which an

individual recoil or secondary electron could produce ( see

Section A.12). The bias at which spurious pulses of the type

described above start being counted is generally characterized

by a sudden departure of the experimental from the theoretical

pulse height distribution curve.

(C) Finally, in many cases it is found that the experimental

pulse height distribution curves do not agree with the calculated ones,

even for bias energies at which one would not expect to detect pulses

due to spurious recoils or to secondary electrons from t-rays. One

can think of many reasons which may explain discrepancies between

experiment and theory, such as :(1) lack of monochromaticity of the

neutrons, either inherent in the neutron source or produced by

inelastic scattering of the neutrons in the material of the chahberS

incorre-t evaluation of the edge effects (see Section 1.7)j range

straggling or error in the evaluation of the energy-range relation

(only likely in the low energy region); lack of proportionality

between nain.r of ions and pulse heights or spread in pulse height

when chambers with gas multiplication are used (see Section 11.6).

Often it is not possible to determine what the source of the trouble

actually is, but it is clear that no chamber should be used for

absolute neutron flux wwasurements unless the theoretical and experimental

pulse height distribution curves agree.

It my be pointed out that the measurement of the differential pulse height

distribution provides a much more rigorous shook or. the behavior of the chamber

then the determination of the ir.tegral pulse height distribution. It may also

be pointed out that for aeurate results one must be able to set the bias
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sufficiently low to count a largo fraction of the recoils produced in the

radiator.

Another possible method for determining the ratio of the number of

recoils detected to the total number of recoils produced is to collisete

the recoil protons in such a way that only protons ejected within a certain

angle, 9
0 , with respect to the direction of the incoming neutrons, enter the

enam.er. These protons have energies above En cos2  ,, and if this value is

sufficiently large, one cen adjust the bias so that all of the protons are

deteteI. In this way, the fractional number of recoils detected is determined

by the geometrical itemert rather than by the bias setting. An example of

a detector based on this principle will be discussed in Section 19.

Finally, one may use a pas recoil, ir.teigrating, ionization chamber (see

Section 8) for absolute measurements of neutron flux. An instrument of this

type will ne described in Section 18.

The chambers used as r.eatron spectrometers must satisfy requirements

somewhat different :rom those laid 'iown for the chambers used for absolute

flux measurements. )nly tho energy dependence of the efficiency, but not

its absolute value, neels to be knnwnv. On the other hand, the pulse heiht

distribution for mor.oenergetic neutrons must be accurately known, and, also,

it must be of a sufficiently simple shape so that the neutron spectrum may be

cal-ulated from the observed distribution of recoil pulses.

In principle, one coull make an ideal neutron spectrometer by using a

very thin radiator and by having both the incident neutrons and the recoil

protons well collimated. In sach a way, one would chtain pulses of a single

size for each neutron oergy. The dreabaak to this seneme is a low sensitivity

caused by the double collimation, and for this reason no detectors of the

type des rited were built at the Los Alamos Laboratories, even though they

may be useful for some saeoifio applications.



::le next beat choice for a neutron speOtromOter is a Thamrbor in which

a sonoenergetie neutron beam gives a constant differential pulse height

distribution (infinitely thin radiator, ion pulse ohamberl gas recoil, ion

pulse chamber of very large dimensions, eto.). In this oase,' if N(Rn) din
represents the number of incident neutrons with energy between En and En + dEns

and V (P)dP represents the number of pulses observed with the height between

P and P + dP, the following equation holds (see Fjuation 14)s

f(-P)dP a constant N(En) Q's(.n)dln
.p En

From this it follows: (32)

N(E:) - constant E -
n- ) dl'

Chambers approaching this type were built and used successfully (see Sections

11 and 12).

With regard to the chambers to be used for the investigation of scattering

cross-sections, it will suffice to note that they must be of sufficiently simple

design so that from the observed pulse height distribution one ay be able to

deduce the energy distribution of the recoils. Equation 4 shows that the energy

distribution of recoils in the laboratory system gives the differential

scattering oross-section in the center of gravity system.

14.11 HIGH PRESSURE, GAS RECOIL 1N PULSE CHAMBER

Figure 9 shows the construction of a chamber usel as a neutron spectrometer:

This chamber is similar in its design to one described by Barschall and Kaiwner

in Physical Review, 58, 590 (1940). The sensitive volume is a cylinder 8.5 centimeter



in diameter and 8.5 centimeters high. In order to obtain a sufficiently,

high field through the large sensitive volume, the latter is divided into

six seotions by mans of metal grids made of annealed copper wire of 0.006

ineh diameter, the mesh width being 1/8 irih. The transparency of oath

grid is thus about 37 per oent.' The solid plates, .vhich limit the sensitive

volume at the top and at the bottom, as well as grids (2) and (4), are

oomneoted together and form the high voltate elsetrode. Grids (1). (3) and

(5) are similarly oomeoted together and form the collecting electrode.

kAh of the three grids whioh *orms the collecting electrode is mounted on

a thin brass ring. This is supported by a wider brass ring, the guard

eleotrode, by moans of two sioll amber beass. FAh of the three also

carries a tongue whioh protrudes through a slot of the guard electrode into

a grounded brass tubing coutainirg the connecting lead for tLe three collecting

grils (see detail). The eapecity of the collecting electrode assembly is

appreximetely 60 mi oralorofarads.

The chamber was used with pressures up to 26 atmospheres of pure hydrogen

or of hydrogen-argon mixtures. Before admitting it into the chamber the gas

vas freed from organic vapors and frum eater. A small amount of oxygen (0.01

per cent) ews added in cr>'r to Lroduoe r.o;ative iuns a-, thus avoid trio fast

part of the pulse duit tr.e m ticn of free el c trctns. The oharzber was usually

operated at 6000 volts. The pulse amplifier had a rise time of 0.5 milliseconds

and a decay time of 2.0 milliseconds. This srall band width was used in order

to minimize the noises. The chamber, despite its sturdy construction, is very

semsitive to microphone disturbances. It is also very sensitive to r-rays

because of the high pressure used. The large'value of the decay time constant

51 the amplifier, which is required in order to avoid excessive distortion of

the lea pulses, enhances the probability of large spurious pulses produced by



Figure 9

High pressure gas rec ai chamber ( see Secti<on 11)
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the piling up of -ray pulses. In the absence of Y-rays, it was found

possible to record recoil protons down to an energy of about 0.8 million

electron volt.

The advantages of the etaber are high oountin, yield (of the order of

1 or 2 per cent) and lack of directionality (except for the wall effect

co rreoti one).

The all effect corrections oan be expressed by the following equation,

which gives tho differential pulse heij;ht distribution:

r (p/S. Ea) = Ol (En) 1 4U 4(En) En (1 - PAn) (33)

The quantitiesat and i. depend on the neutron energy En and on the gas

pressure. For a sufficiently high pressure, or for a sufficiently low energy

(pL s 2, s 0 ), Equation 13 goes over into Equation 15, which represents the

pulse height distribution when iall effects cn be neglected (see Seotion 8).

zor a gas filling, the stopping power of which is equivalent to that of 39

atmospheres of H2. a is represented by the curve in Figure 10, while 1&(En)

is approximately given by the expression

M(En) a 0.23 (En - 0.6) for En, 0.6

u (En) a 0 for En< 0.5

where E. is measured in million electron volts. The neutrons are assumed to

travel in a direction perpendicular to the electrodes of the chamber.

The performance of the chamber was tested by irradiating it with mono-

energetic neutrons of 2.5 million electron volts energy obtained from the

D-D reaction. The observed pulse height distribution is represented by curve

(a), Figure 11. Curve (b) in the same figure represents the energy spectrum

of the primary neutrons, as cwaputed from the observed recoil distribution,
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taki int seemat the vAU eqreetla . The extemt to ikioh eurVe (b)

aqpre'M"S a intaltoly wArr" ditriblism gives a saaure fa tr e

SG**'ey of the .aperbsAe l cathode

141U MY1 "D T14M, 3LUTRO HU AIA FrALLKL I A TR CHAWU

lig.re It sho66the *oastrwtio of a 00her used for absolute asmouremste

or etrOs tlM aa4 s a neutrom speetreswter. The haber is fi led with

a.r'g ad ft e suees w* to 7 stsphers eM be sed. & hot ealim pur inier

is permanatl y eo eted to toe thaxb.e throes two 3/ to sotrl pipes

PA anti Ia the dlag a. This seials it possible to purify the gas *NnowYr

re"6"ry. ThO *ub w is aorM1ly operated at .3000 volts,

The radiator is a ilyeerol i'stearse t il of about 100 t per square

.eatimeter prepared bi ovaporatioa In a euA&. It is 114e c; a platinum

tell. sIok is Part of the hirh voltage eleotrode. ExtenuITe tests were 1a:so

is order to mke. sure Uat the ooauativity of the roil was surrieiently large

to preewt aeorwlwtIs Of*' charge #*ih airht disturb the eleotrie field and

th trore distort the pulse height distrit utlon. For this «urpose, srpel'

se.re. sas d6positel Or a platinum foil and there *overed with a r,1yaerol
trissawmte film. The platiaMM toil thus prepared was placed in the oha'ter

ia olae of tke madar ari the rulse height distribution or thecaEpartieles

was dsteraine1. Then a 1 tram rdi s oree we4 . 1 e r i he haa wr o %as

to peodue aa ireterse ionmsatian of ' e as. No ra llm sowee was ren@vej and

te else height dlstriwution was remeasared immediately afterwards. The pulse

hOie.ht distributics aoasured before ani after ir"Oiation prav''i to d id.)rtieal.

This result was taken as a proof that, even in the presence oi an ioni:atin

fob heavier than that existing uder norawl operating conditions, the glycerol

tristea-ate fi2s'dces not aeouire an amcvut I z'.rj zt-fricIent to d'stort the

i vlse he i?"ht di st.ribution.
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FliCre 12

se id radiater, parahl1 Elte Mhaaber ( see section 32)

(1 ; id supported on brass rimg e

(2 ; Two all FLtiuaw foil which bears the Clyerol
tristearate radiator.

(2 Col1etinC eleetrode.

(4) Jard 3eoetrode.

(51 .?. eleetrode.

(61 Lead to the eolleating electrode insulated from
the :ase plate with 5.E. roysr class seal.

(' N.. lea. insulated (ron the plate v^Ah a C.E.
Zewr glass seal ( a similar lead, not sho u in
the diaGra, provides the coeneetion tc the arid;.

;S 3ylphoa tellaae.

(2) truct re with ;meay i cr l irti r* r.. r ota t inC the
ra:Astr cn - ut ,c i'.t.ica. The iLure shows
the ratilatcr lifted o . cf pcaitior.. A siadbar
struetur sports a blank 2sItimw fo ahict.
ash to etsat.ituted for tt.e d ia t ir order to
deterrir e tie b s.kbr ur d.

(10) sort metal pa~sikt,

(11) Ste? 5late, 1/4 irnh'-hik.

(12) steel sni,1/ld irats th' al .

(13) 3)ass ira'ulatcrs. The oed ar pIlatinired and sclired
*o brass saps.

(14; Crososzcetion cr a U-sha:ed %cke earrir.& the knurled
ser.

(I j Y'e y tcFr re1 ir, re ':a& r.
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' The solleeting electrode and the attached lead have a capacity of 10

to la mierawietofarade. The chamber 'as used with an amplifier having a

rise time of I aliroeeonds and a deeay time constant of 20 mioroseoonds.

The sall value of the latter time constant practically eliminates miero-

phonie disturbances and iakes it possible to operate the chamber in the

presence of a Mirly strong rseadlation. The minimum pulse height whioh

oan be measured safely is approximately 0.* million eleotron volt. The

mxaima aeatros energy for whioh the ehauber oan be used is determined by

the conditiam that the saxiwana range of the recoil protons should be not

more than 5/9 the spacing of the electrodes (see 3eotion 4). This energy

is about t million electron volts.

In the oortstruotlon of the chamber oare was taken to avoid heavy

materials in the path of the incident neutrons so as to minimize the danger

of inelastic scattering. All metal parts in contact with the active volume

cf the chamber were gold-plated and then outgassed by heseting in vacuum

in an etfort to minimise the background caused by recoils from hydrogen

absorbed in the metal. This background was experimentally determined by

irradiating the chamber with neutrons after replacing the radiator with a

blank platinua foil. The number of recoils recorded under these conditions

us about ten per cent of the number recorded with the radiator in place.

The chamber can be used with or without the grid (1) shown in Figure 12.

When used, the grid is kept at a voltage of -1400 volts with respect to the

oolleetive eleetro *he high voltage electrode being at -2000 volts). In

both conditions, the operation of the chamber was tested by determining the

pulse height distribution with a polonium source on a platinum foil in place

of the radiator. Without any grid, one should expect a "rectangular" pulse

height distribution if the measurements are taken with a channel disoriminator
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of infinitesimal width, or a trapezoidall" pulse height distribution if

a channel discrimizator of finite width is used ( see Section 13.1).

.iith the grid, cne should expect all the of -particle pulses to be of

the same size (see Seetions 10.2 and 1'.1). The experimental curves

obtained confirm this prediction ( see Figures 13.1 and 13.2).

The chamber us also tested, again with and without the grId, by

determining the pulse height distribution of the hydrogen recoils when

the chamber is placed in a monoenergetio neutron beam, falling normally

uon the radiator. The curves obtained were of the expected shape. As

an example, Figure 13 gives the results of measurements taken with the

grid in position, In which vase, if an infinitely narroww channel were

Weed and if the radiator were infinitely third, one should obtain a

"constant" pulse height distribution as described in'Sectior 3.

14.1' THIN RAD IATom, ELLCTRCN WUE, PARALLEL YLA TE DOUBLE CHAiGFE

This chamber, based on the same principle as that described in Section

12, vas designed primarily for the purpose of measuring fission cross-sections.

It consists essentially of a fission chamber and a recoil chamber in the same

ease, the latter being used as a neutron flux mater. The fissionable material

and the this layer of hydrogenous atorial are deposited on two thin platinum

foils which are placed back to back and constitute the coon high voltage

electrode of the two chambers. Thus the two samples are almost exactly in

the same plans and are separated by an amojat of material which does not

produce ary appreciable amount of scattering or absorption of the neutron

been. The neutron flux is therefore the same for both samples and the ratio

of the cross-eestions is simply equal to the ratio of the number of processes

per gram atom of the active material.
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Figure 13

Differential pulse teimht distributiurs obtained

with the chamber with grid show. ir. Figure 12

irradiated with monoenerretie neutrors cf tw,

differeLt energies.
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The oonstrution details of the chamber are shown in Firure 14.

.xtreme oar. was taken to avoid any heavy material "along the path of the

neutron beam. so as to minimise the danger of soatterinr and absorption

of neutrons. The c!.Amber walls were ade as thir. as suitable for the

pressure they hal to withstand. haly glass inoulato s were used inside

the chanbers4 The seal between brass oap and the base late was node

gas-tight by means of a 1\ae wire gasket, so that no other materials but

meta l and Z1a ss are in c nta zt with the gas. The leads to the o of looting

eleotrcdes and to ttu hi h voltage eleotrode were shielded from eaoh other

by tw Lrass tubus supporting the ohamber ( see Fiure 14.).

Both argcm and xna, at pressures up to about 9.5

atmaspheres, were used as -as fillings. A hot calcium purilier was

pertinently attached to th-: chamber. The chamber was operated at a voltage

between 2000 acd 3000 volts, dependiat an the pressure, with the high

voltage eleo tro4i nogat ive.

As Hydrogenous radiators, glycerol tristearate films of v r.ious thick-

nesses were used. In order to avoid edge effects ( see Section 10.7), the

diameters cf the kydrogenous foil and of the fission foil were chosen so

that the ranges of all hydrogen recoils and fission fragments were well

within the sensitive -- ' uses of the chambers.

Tbe amplifit-r with the recoil chamber had a rise time of O.5

miorceeconds an' a deoky time of 20 microseconds. The pulses were

analysed with an electronic channel discrimintor.

The operation of the chamber was tested with poleniuro( -particles,

as described in section 12. In addition, .he tulse height distribution

of hWdrogep reooils ;as measured fcr a number of neutron energies. In

these measurements, the plates of the chamber were perpendicular to the

neutrom beam with the glycerol tristearate film facing away from the



r igure 14

Double recoil and f!s ior chamber (see Section 13)
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Figure 15

Differential iulse height distribution ours of
hydrogen recoils obtained with the chamber described
in Section 13 by using monoenereetio neutron beams
perpendioular to the radiator. The channel shares
are indicated in eaoh graph. Experimental results
are represented by dots, circles or ornsses. The
vertical bars give the standard statistical errors.
Points differently marked refer to different sets
of measurements. The dotted lines are theoretical
curves without channel oorreotion. The solid lines
are theoretical curves with channel corrections.

Graph A E4 a 0.457 Meva t s 67t/em2 ; 3 atmospheres argon.

Gap B an a 0.57 MrOv= t : 67 t/cm2; 3 atmospheres argon.

Graph C En 1 .0 rv t : 173 (/cm2g 6.7 atmospheres argon.

Graph D E 1.6 rev, t 173 tE/om2Z 9.5 atmospheres argon.

Gaph E En 2.5 rev, t , 173 r/OM2; 9.C atmosphere3 xenon.
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neutron source. Some of the results obtained are reproduced in Figure 15,

where the corresponding theoretical curves (see Section 6) are +lso given.

A channel correction wa3 applied to the theoretical curves. This oorrec ion

was determined experimentally by means of artificial pulses. The shape of

the channel which is irdioated in each curve was found to be approximately

trapezoidal, the deviation from a re-otngle, of course, being due to noises.

The abscissae of the experimental and theoretical curves were matched at the

high energy end near the point of steepest deacert, where the influence of

the channel correction is a minimum. The ordinates were mtched a little

below the peaks of the curves.

It appears from an inspection of the fi urei that the agreement between

theoretical and experimental pulse hei_,ht distribution curves is excellent.

The deviations at the low energy end are caused by spurious pulses produced

by piling-up of argcr. recoils or of electron recoils from r-rays. The energy

at which these effects set in depends, of course, on the experimental conditions.

The directionality of the chamber was tested by taking counts with the chamber

inverted; i.e., with the glioerol tristearate film perpendicular to tho beam

but facing the neutron soure. Under these conditions,and with neutron energies

aromd I million electron volt, the counting rate was found to be about 3 per

cent of that recorded in the sawA neutron beam with the chamber in normal

position. The per cent counting rate increases somewhat with increasing

energy and is about 5 per eent around 1.6 million electron volts. Tests were

alse 1%de with a blank platinum foil in place of ths- radiator. In most oases,

the coating rate with the blank wse about 2 per eent of that recorded with

a radiator cf 173 Vper square centimeter thickness.
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14.14 AS REC OIL CYLINDRICAL C HAMBER

Fi.-ure Ic shows tre ,onstructicn or a chamber whic , as used :or measuring
differerAial scatter r-g cross-sections of lirht nunlei. The cha:ber is eylin--

drioal in shape with a tni :ire as the colleotir. electrode. It is built as

lirlht as possible ir. order to rnimiIze inelastic scr.tterint srd abs'rptior. ef

r.eutrcrns. The chamber can b'e use, both with and %iti.cut rfs multiplioatiot and

;n either ease the outer cy iider is 1ept negative with respect ti the wire.

The reneols under ives+igetior. erse fror, he Fss. In order to reduce t.e cull

ef:-ec's it :s adavis t e e . pressure so that the rax-

inum r'r.ge the reccil s is e -vill fracticr. & ':.e dirc'r -I te changer

(2E-en.time ra ).

The operafior c4 to a cha:Tber nas tested bj usir.. the N (n.p)C14 reaction,

wxir witr. !,rier.n1 .-utrcrs 1 ives rise t i r.co-.ereOic trctons of about C.6

2-.1i3 e'ectran voit energy. lor this test 'ti-bsr.:' or las filled with 0.5

at~r-i':PrP5 cf r.itropen erd 1. Lt',,s&heres -:' .rr. Under these onditions

tr.e rsrTe A' the . billion electron vc t oroto.s :s abetut 0.4 centimeter.

eassure-brts ere takern t.t, i hut gas multip:ioaticn ar.xi with a gas multi-

pliestion of about 35. The pulse supli:'ier had a rise time of about .b miero-

se,-r any f: decay tinw uf abiut ZG miroae-ondr so that, when usefl without gas

multiplication, tho chamber was operated as an electron pulse chamber. However,

because of the very smail diAsmet-r of the wire n('t much s*read in pulse heIght

As produced by tro fact that rliy the fast Fart of the pulse ims recorded (see

.e-tior. lt.). 1i;;re 1' represents the differential pulse height distributions

as measured pith a ;harnel di-seriminator rf the width indicated in the disgra,.

A 'heoretical pulse re:;ih: Ustri' tlrio curve ItLr electror. pulses vas calculated

by co .3ir&rirr the .rotor. tracks as Iri'initely short, rhich involves (a) neglect.

in6 the ml; effects and (b) assumirg, in the calculation of the electron pulse,
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tnat the ionization cf each track is concentrated ir. one point. This theor-

etiosl curve, corrected fcr the charnel widt., is also represented in Figure 17.

Both of the experimental pulse height distributions appear to be some-

what wider than one mivht have anticipated. The departure of the curve taken

without gas multiplication from the corresponding theoretical curve may possibly

be aseeunted for by wall effects. In the case of the measurementp taken with

gas multiplication there was probabl; some spread in pulse height due to lack

of uniformit' of the , erad effects, or t, a small amcurrt of caattre since

the gas was not purified, The measuremernts with gas multiplicatin were repeate',

after rebullcing the central wire assenily, with a higher pressure in the chamter

(0.5 atmospheres of nitrogen, 4 atmosnheres Lf argcr). The pulses were analysed

photographically. The pulse height. di zrilbition thus c ,sie; is rejTrosfEnted in

Figure 16. This our" is oonsider&tly narrowver than the corresponding curve (b)

in Figure 17. The difference is probably due partly to a decrease :r. the wall

effects and partly to or. impryvexent-in the uniformity of the gas multipliastion.

The otha ber was used successfully for measuring the differential scattering

cross-seotic' of helium and of' nitroges..

A chamber of similar design operated as a proportional counter was also used

as " neutron flux serer. For '.ne rieasurements at the lowest neutror. energies

(0.03 illien electrr volt; the eNamle: was fille-' with :;re hydrogen at a

pressure of IC centimeters Hg and the vrltage waL adjusted se P.s to obtain a gas

multiplieation of' atout 50. Fcr thn rrsasurexeote at higher energies, Ki!Sher

pressures of hydrugen or hydrogen-argon ssixturesa sere used. It iy be noted

that 2cr each neata'on energy the pressure should le adjusteol :r such a way as to

strike the most favorable compromise between the feray background, which :ncreaaes

with increasirg pressure, ar' .le wall effects, which decrease a't.h increasing

pressure. For a costr of tke proporittrs shown :n figure 16 with the neutron

beam parallel to the ~xis, the 'eat condition is reached when the oaxisum range



sEgure le

{i:'eren1tial }pulse height distribution ourhe citair~ed

ruf 4-1 4 %nop)l re~aottTr in the oylindrioal
-. d or 'aer'4.e t.n Figure 2f'. Gar fllinG 1.5

a :a . ,res u.: No- 4 a tmusyheres e e arg r..G multi.
p13oa"'icn . ut1. i-ulae, analysed photopialphoally.
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l~ : e . <e<i p re -en . i 1. t.A Cen- r i; L ~ t "r e ".1 ''" ! . l ra lu s . '1

",lunror. Also, ar ;r:!r t; minimize the r-ray a-',;tr vun, iLt is advisable

: usel\hereve: _asa l1e0,ure ydruer. ra he. t harn a bydrcen-ar on i xture.

A number :f pulse -11r"t s :i tritrtior curves wer measured by expsi~rz the

SI morcer.Rge'.-o neutc:as trav~e.. :arallel to the axis. The res =ts

La.ed a . neiUs-..ns of C.5 ;A13(1< electre r. -ict *r.ergy are represented :n

Fi-ure ', -urv (ec. The pressure ves _h-.ser. sr that thie msxim.a rar.re R of

the recoil protons was 1.A times the radius t of t.he coLnter. The differertia;

ju2se hel ht distril.tion curve, derive: teneoretica:ly as desare.e it Section

b, is also 8hoxr. r Figure ::, ourve a;. In cot'.inv tr.: sur e,

t.e lra ,'al decrease Qf the gas multiplication towards the ;srrs "f res

se, Section :.. wa4 r.egre: ted. A cale'ation WhIch ta es tint a,nt this

e::'ect .-s arriel ctt r.aer cer.air siaFifyr.g assurn; ions for R -'. The

rests are givenn ?; c.,rve (b) in Fir ure 19. If cr.e :crs iers t.e uncer.a ties

it. the t:.ecre.ical ca >. ti1rl ar.d tree flnite width of %he r har.Je: dis:rimrator

.se fXr the anal; dis of the pulses, one ccrclLues that the agreer:nt :etweer.

tne exper iaenta: an theoretiea( results, curves (c) ani (.,i reaCsonalg rood.

It may be nc- e that tre ulase heL'tt distri uticn curves are not ver sensitive

to tre ratio o. erce,,he cevperisr :e wear, the theoretical Lnd experimental

curves is noL serious: ir.va: dat.d by the fact that te value of this ratia vrats

A4,7ntly differr.n :n the two cases.

At lower ez.erfies, the experlaental curves deLart from the theorelioal ones

nd 1r diiscrejenc- becomes r'ore ;ror.oroed as tne energy decreases. The reason

. r suoh a discrepanoy has z'ct bee. ^leared up. It is not impcssible that it tay

Le caused, In part. cr comiletelyjy lacif monoahriosaticity f the neutron 'seams

used.



Fi:ure 19

Dlff1rential pulse height distrit.utiur ourves of
hydrogen recoils for a proportiovial counter cf the
type show. in Figure id. Neutron bea parallel
to the axis.

(a) Ca: fated for Rr b, . n r ec 1na
the change in gas muliplea'i on near
the ends of the wire.

(b) Calculated for Re s b. ''y takirt; int.o
asoount the ohmwte in ras mutIp1o1ation
near the erAs of the wire.

(e) Observed wIth 0. W111 aIr eleetrmi volt
neutrous (R 0 : h;.
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l4.1: .. e X;K ri- Oi'? : ' C JUNTEiR

Fig:.re illusitrates the oniirutirn cf a chamber(similar in

jrirciple t' t .at descriV.ed ' Section, 14) whi-h was ::sea as a :'lux meter

reutr-r.a :f Irc e rsy 'dcTn t; -. ,3) millior. electc-n rot). The most

int-resti- :eat' ib t!e arrariemt"t cf th# (cclecting electroe and of

the pjprtir - «ar: eiectroA which are so designed as to avoid any def'rm--

atiUrc the electrio field near the ends cf the collecting electrode ( $ee

zectior 11. 5 J. Tu lezti.g elects olo ar.d the ruard electrode both L-r.sist

oc seticras f hypoera:: ee :les, :.342 inch -. :. They are meenar.ioally

'n:jetted an. 8!e:rrica::y insuifted by m-ans of glass tubes about .025 inch

_.J., +s sI-r'. In ':e detaUl :r. -igure 2. The electrical corneotior tc the

SCCP .. O tir electr(ode .. :rt.ie Te xtes :f a third. :eta1 wire whli-h slides thr ough

the d eieotroe and 's soldered to t,.a nsi e of te -. ;llecting electrode.

The Aa'ls of +.h ;:-nter and the outer ase are ma-e Tr dural in order to

::: :x" rr ie dar-r^ -f scatterir,; and absorptior. of r.ettcr.s. The Kovar pieces

are soldered t. tr.e -ura; end plates with th- c::oir.- technique: First, the

Y.ovar pleoas are tarred with soft s:23der and the d-ra& pieces are covered with

=e'c. au r.um s ' r. Ther ca.:. d var .ieoe is sntered to the corresponding

re , w 2,r . c. .r thuut usrnE any :luA. The screw conreetion

ae;. er ar.e ieCces Z, arnd (E, f t p ssi t-j aIjuAt the Feesticn c: the

guer' elettrades au; ;rtIng the cv2 2ectinf electrode Gefore t;.e last Korar

iece is so'.c're' ir'. The ,carter was used ornl;, at law energies (down

t- ',5 llri'r. e.etr .. t,, usually with a gas filling of pure hydrogen at

a.? tetimoe'.tr ii rgs re and a gas mL'iplicats.rn around t . The julse height

::'rflticr. ;"tres -ai.e of '-onvonergetie neutrunis are very similar to

rc.se tiredd aL te scrresp5ndine energies with the counter described in $eotioa

24, and do rc. agres very wll with the es tmulted sursese
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Figure 20

Pr-porti teal counter(see Seetion 1% )

s,1 Dae (A rs' case KrourdId 4 1rnoheu (..D.,
1 c/16 Ich wall, 13 inches lor.L.

(2) Kovar twbe, 3/8 iroh O.D ., It is grounded
during operation .

(3) Kowtr tube, 3/5 inch j.D., threaded on the
inside.

(4) Glass.

(5) Brass rod, threaded on the outside.

%6) Lucite spacer ring.

(P.) Dura tube, 3 inches C.D., 1/34 inoh wall in
the thinr.er section.

(8) Hypoderwdo needle, 0.042 inch O.D.. it forms
the guard eletrode.

(9) Rypoierrde needle, W.042 inch U.D., 4 inches
long= it firraa the collecting electrode.

(10) Kovwr tube, 1/16 inch wall 2-1/4 inoh O.D.

(11) 3as inlet and needle valve.

(12) Amphenol connector tc the colleoting electrode.

(13) Amphenol connector to U.e high voltage electrode.

(14) Glass spacer.
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14. t THICK RA4.A Tg EL5EUTRJN AULSE, SPHERICAL CHAL N

This ehamber, the *onstruotion of whih is shown in Figure 21, was

aseigned s a direction.l aetector for re.ttive flux measurements. The

radiator is a think paraffin layer deposited on a section of the removable

hemispheric& cip -nd coated with a very thin layer of graphite to make the

surface conducting. The chamber is ade gas tight with neoprene gaskets

throughout. The inner electrode assembly is put together, then placed in

position -zd fastened with the nut (a). The gaskets between the collecting

electrode and tne inner lucite insulator.and between this insulator and the

guard electrcde,are tightened by means of the nut (b). The gasket between the

guard electrode and the outer lucite insulator is tiehtened by means cf the

rat (c). The Casket between this insulator and the brass collar s tightened

by means of th- nut (a). The brass disc on the stem of the collecting electrode

is used tc reduce the disturbing effect of recoil protons from the lucite

insulators. The chamber is filled with argon and pressures up to 6 atmnospheres

can be usel. The chamber is usually operated at a voltage of -2000 volts. 'A
small hole in the chamber wall, covered with an aluminum foil enables one to

Introduce ne-particles from a polonium source into the chamber for testing

purposes. As already mentioned. the chamber was designed as a directional

counter wnich detecD ly these neutrons w ter the chamber through the

parzaffin radIat:r. Th( "directionality factor , efined as the ratio between

the ruber! cf counts reccr ed when the r.eutr rs enter the chamrber thrcoU n the

rcatei and the uncoated surfaces, respectively, was improved by lining the

camber wlth golly sheet. In this way a value for this ratio of about 100 Vas
obtained. Ihe counting rate, as a function of the angle cf incidence of the

neutrons is shown in. Figure 22. In these measurements the incident neutrons

nad an energy cf 3 minllicn electron volts. The two curves were taken with
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Figure 21

Spherical chamber (see Sect.on 16)
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Figure 22

Angular response of the 'harn>er re,.reseted in Figure .

The black areas represent thV portion of thp- shell lined

with paraffin. the arrcw marked N represents the direction

of the incoming nwAtrcns. Neutron energy Z million Electron

volts.
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biases adjusted in such a way as to csurt all pulAes larger than 1.4 and 1.7

million electrcn volts, respectively.

The deference of the counting yield of the chamber on the bias energy was

investigated and found similar to that described by Equation 28' and shown in -

Figsre 6. A close agreement could not be expected because the assumptions under

muich Equation 28' was deduced (plane radiator, ion pulse chamber) are not ful-

filled.

It may be noted that the chamber described was nct provided with a gas purifier.

Some difficulty was exened during its operation because of a gradually in-

creasing contamination of the gas of the chamber leading to electron attachment.

This was probably caused by organic vapors slowly evolving from the lucite insul-

storm and the neoprene gasinets.

14,17 ThIN RADIATOR, POPORICNAL CWUTER

Figure 23 shows the construction of a counter designed as a flux meter for

neutrons of low energies. Argon and krypton at pressures ranging from 12 to 170

centimters Rg were used as gas fillings. The voltage was chosen so as to obtain

ras aultiplications between 5 and $0. The radiator was a layer of glycerol

tristearate deposited by distillation in vacuum on a platinum foil, Its thickness

varied fram FO to 390 r per square oentimeter. The counter was operated with the

case grcwided and the center wire at a high positive potential. The pulses were

taken off the center wire by capacity coupling.

If the gas pressure is sufficiently high so that practically all recoil

tracks from the radiator terminate in the gas, the yield of the counter should

depend on the neutri energy in and the bias energy B as indicated in Figure 1.

Ikperiwnts were carried out to test this prediction and the results were

is fair agreement with tho' theory,
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' Figure 23

Thin radiator proportional counter (see Section 17)
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- 14,8 INTEGRATING GAS RCOIL CHAMBER

, Figure 24 shows the construction of an integrating chamber designed
at the British T. A. Project for the flux measurements of monoenergetic

neutrons. The chamber is filled with ethylene (C 2 H4 ) and the walls are

coated with paraffin wax to a thickness larger than the maximm range of

the recoil protons. The surface of the wax is made conducting by evaporating

silver to a thickness of 0.2 milligrams -per square centimeter The paraffin

vax used had the composition (C H2 )nS i.e., it contained carbon and hydrogen

in the same proportion as the gas fillint of the chamber. Under these cir-

cumtances, when the instrument is used as an integrating chamber, the wall

effects are eliminated. In other words, the ionization per unit volume of the

ga. is the same as if the dimensions of the chambers were infinitely large
compared with the range of the recoil protons. The ionization current pro-

duoed by the hydrogen recoils. IH is then given by Equation 29 which may be
rewritten as follows

I H -AHN = h ) - o

where A is the volume of the chamber, 0 the neutron flux density, i.e.,

the Aber of neutrons per sec nd and per square centimeter, 11H is the number
of hydrogen atoms per cubic centimeter of the gas, and Og is the total
scatter 4 cross-section of hydrogen.

To the ionization current produced by the hydrogen recoils one has to add
that produced by the carbon recoils, which has the expressions

ts A 7cf (19n) (5) e

where h e is the number of carbon atoms per cubic centimeter of the gas, (1W (N d
is the total scattering cross-section of carbon and (t) is the average energy
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of the carbon recoils, Recause of some 4incertainty in thk values (f ({

and (2)av.., the relation between Ic and n is not so well known as that

between tK avid n. Cn the other hand. Ic is sall compared with Il since

the oarbon cross-section s considerable :ier than that of hydrogenso

that this uncertaint;' goes not introduce any appre:dable sour'de of error,

Very often neutrons are accoaaniei by l -ays while. with a pulse

ckhaber, the '-ray pulses can he biased off. This cannot e done witn an

intecrating chamber. However, it is possible to separate the ef fect$ of

neutrons from those of '-rays by determining the ionization current -mut.-

aneously witn the chamoer described above and with a second ;d nti:'t

chapaoer in riicn all hydrogen has been replaced with deuterium.

The subst itution of deuterium for raydrogvn 'in an ionization ch' er

does net change the sensitivity of tne chamber f'r r-rays (this w1 exper-

i.entally verified), It chances, however, its sensitivity to neutrons,

Her.e, the difference cf ionization currents is proportional to the neutron

flux.

If one assumes isotropic scattering of neutrons on deuterm'.: in the

center of gravity sysnm, the difference of ion zatian :arrent?. La I, :s

related t the ne::tron flu- lensity n t".y thE e.iitn

I - A n Ig (Eni- (Kr )

where 'D(n) is the tt 12 ,-a'ttering cross-soction of leuterons, r. is the

number of either hydroge! or deuterium atoms per -ubii cunt:meter. anJ

1 1-n) represents the ivorawe energy of thc .euterum recoil3. It may
2 9
be pointed out that tne assumption of isotropic scatt ering -f neutrons -n

deuterons, wnich enters in the eval.ation of the avr:-age energy, is soewhat

uncertain.
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14,19 .OIN.MiENCE PROPORTIONAL CCU' MR

Figu.r. 25 illstrates 're construc t ion ^f a detector used as an absolute

nitre. rfux meter. :t cosist4 essentially of two proportional counters.

The rec-!I prcto-s, ejectaet fro the paraffin radiator, are collimated by the

diaphr~gs (2) and (3). y tho3 reccils a" rpecrded which traverse both

proportional centers, thus orodutn' simuiltaneo: pulses. The ratio of the

nurbor of re-oils recorded to thL tctal numb(-r of recoils generated in the

r3'i t is deerrined by tny scid angle defined by the diaphragms. The

effective area cf the ra.-ator is determined by another diaphragm (1).

placed directly in frcrt of the radiator.

The radliitcr consists .f a paraffin film evapcrAte- on a metal disc. Tank

argon, at pressure ranging from 1 to 10 centimeters Mg, was used as a gas

filling. Alumi.i= And cc;;,dion foils of different thicknesses, Inounted on

tew discs coull be placed almn, the path of the recoil protons for the purpose

of .1ete-ining thrr range, from which the energy of the incident neutroes,

%A be calcu!ate1. The :i3 carrying th absorbing foils can be rotated

fror. the *ctside thrri-jrh ground joints. The thin wire rings on both sides of

the absorbing foils were -sed to shield the two coriters electrically fre-n

-)e another. This was fronn1 necessary because othewise the operation of the

counters wa3 m')ifind by '4.h -etin of an aluminum foil between them.

Yeasurements .f the coLncidenre counting rate verses bias were carried out

and show'i the existence ;f flat 'plateaus", inlicating that all of the pulses

produced hy th" hy-iy rgen recoils in t proportional cuntors hari sizes greater

than a -ortin val ,e, wri~-, in turn, was well above the background noises,

I: a.jst be noted that the instr.aent described lid not prove very reliable

3s an absolute nom-ron flux meter. Howvayr, it is likely that a satisfactory

instrument ba sed n the some principle could be built by improving the design of

the counters. Multiple wire proportional counters (see Seotion 11.7) might

.rove partiealarly suitable in this arrasnemeent.
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NTThCN ETECTIFL'CCF Y USING : ! C 1CM

In prinrwple It js rcssible to use t' e (no ) and (n,p) reaction for

measuring tht energy distributing cf a neutrc. beam. At any given neutrcn

er.ergy, the total energy released ir. t.e reacticr. is ccrstAr.t ar.d depends

on the neutron energy .r ai rtple form, -:rvide: that the reacti-. products

are emitted in tne grc' rn. state kthis i the case :r. 7,9rty reFCticr). The

tctai er.ergy, which Is thr sum of the incider.t neutror energy E ar.: the
n

reaction energy Q, is divided between the twc out-cirng charged carti-ces.

If the reactlcn occurs in a gas with sufficient st-;ping t-wer t - event

the escape cf try c: the rarticies frcm the crunt-In., vc.-nne, cre obthlne

u1ses the szes of w t, are propcrtioraI to + . fr"'e i is ccrstant

and usually well known, su=" n .:rrr eer:er.+. ar alro t da&e. Tre'..hcd

for measurir.g thi er:egy cf oroenerge.ti-c r."-tr =:ro r v:A (E + 2) > 0.
Y'

Fcr accura te rrei;Ei. r !: tE t., h-uh n& t e t, r e .ge , -. 'w'; ! , for the

determI,!ate~ of the er-gy 4istrzVuti. . : r :tirer.tre'l> t-n , t

wou1d be rt:esrv t -yw thE er.erLy deperdei. c f thP :rm 't c 8U.

q2(:LtEt T.~!C? * - , ci t . le -. -ecve,'

wri th suf fi e. i tr-r' st- .1 c }. t t riz ~t. r &. rc : F whr: ch nt.' e hte

1r. Fr r t tien :f t.p r perirr er~t.. =u:M t ever. rCr(- e 1f f: . _ .t. e-

ivr ces .



RArlerk6

:. 4-n - 1R +4.0 Miv Res nar:ce at E = .27 Mev.
Q high, c- verge large at En

. +1 u + + +2.34 and 2.79 Uev No resorances. Q fairly large,
- (5se below) a- very large at E a 0,n

3. . + - H + C +4.( iev sigma shows sharp resonances
at .5,.7 and 1.45 Nov

-?,"+ n + cF -C.;8 Mev Sigma shows rescnance at
1.5 Mev

1.2_ FUX 5;ASWrE'S

Extensive use has beer. , f (r.,oa reactions fcr detecting slow neutrons.

The rFactior. ?(n,ot ) is poet commonly usiod hecaute the crese section is very

Thrge ni . ft..r the:vr k nwr t4 obey the 1/v law i. the low energy region

eV< . The v%.- rf the crOss se: .inn for v - 22<) vicrosecords

is "C? t 9 it 1 C cm 2 for the rmtuzal isotc; ic mixture of Bic ard B11 , and

therefore 383C x 1C"4 cm for pure B10. Peactions 1 and 3 in Table 15.1-1

(whick, teciuse of the positive Q value, occur also at thermal energies) have

conyiderably lcwer crosa eecticri thar. the reaction B(n,C(). In the case of

reaction 1, the m, trials are- not as easy tc handle as horor. For thege

r(,hsors the fClowiig sections shall be confined to the discussion of boror

det*ctcrs. Such detectors have not only been used to measure small neutror.

flux tut also to detec', fast neutrons after they have been slowed down by a

suitatle moderator.

The B(n,ot) reaction has been extensively studied by Bower, Bretscher

((1
end Gilbert.0 Thie reaction is not ffonot-nergetic but leads for therm~al

Proc. Caubridge Phil. SoC, , 290, 1438

7asiutr ona only ra rely to the gr oun s tate of L: * The majo ri ty of' thei M 1Av-

Tablie 15.1-1
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ranges of the particles are given as .7 centimeters for the of -particJes and

.4 centimeters for the 4i nuclei. Since the Q value of the reaction leading

to the excited state of Ll is 2.34 Kev, the Li nucleus, for thermal neutrons,

carries .85 Rev.

Solid boron as well as gaseous compounds can be used. In the letter

case the filling consists Trost frequently of BY which is a comparatively

stable compound. However, considerable difficulties are encountered in

purifying the gas sufficiently to prevent electron capture, particularly

at pressures in excess of one atmosphere. Careful dictillaticn from frozen

(-127 0C) commercial BF improves the gas considerably in this respect,

apparently by removing substances which capture the electrons, such as HF.

However, the best BY fillings were obtained by thermal decomposition of

C6i5iN2BF4. The difficulties of purification are avoided by using thin films

of solid boron coated on the electrodes of the detector and filling the

chamber with an inert gas like argon or a mixture of argon and CO2 The

films can be prepared by decomposing borane (B 2 C 6 ) on heated foils of

tungsten or tantalum. The disadvantage of this type of detector as compared

with the gaseous ones arises from the fact that in order to obtain high

counting yields a large nunter cf foils must be used since the range of

the reaction particles is very small. For absolute measurements the use of

solid films is advisable because the amount of irradiated material can be

very accurately determined. (2) It may be mentioned that the use of Bic isotope

Tungsten as a carrier foil has proved to be unsuitable for such
measurements since boron apparently diffuses irto the metal. This does
not seem to occur in the case of tantalun foils.

obviously increases the sensitivity of both tyres of detectors by about a

factor of 5 as compared to detectors using the natural isotopic mixture of

81.6 per cent inactive B 1 1 and 18.4 per cent Bic.

For absolute measurements of a slow neutron flux, a knowledge of the
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neutron energy is of course required since the cross section of the B(n,o.)

reaction varies rapidly with energy. Corrections have to be applied for the

finite film thickness in the case of solid films and wall corrections in the

case of gas filled detectors.

Let us consider first the case of a parallel plate ion pulse chamber

with a solid boron film of finite thickness t deposited on the high voltage

electrode. The detection efficiency F(B) (number of counts divided by the

number of disirtegrati ors) is given by the equation:

F (B) = 1/2 1 - 2 )(1)

where R0 is the range of the emitted c<-particle, R(B) the range of an

o( -particle of energy B. Both ranges are to be measured in the material

of the film (see Section A.6). In this formula, (Equation 1), it is assured

that all cf -particles hAve the same energy, that CR0 - R(Bi) >t, and that the

Pulses from the Iithiur, nuclei are not ccunted (B > .85 kev). The formula

does not rigorcusly aujly tc the case of an electror pulse chamber. However,

it applies apprcximAtely if the range of the ot -pFrticles in the chamber is

sufficiently small and the v lue cf B sufficiently low. If the bias energy is

lower than .85 Rev so that Li pulses arE also counted, the expression fcr the

detection efficIency becomes;

2

where the subscript 1 refers to the o( -particle and the subscript 2 to the Li,

Again this formula hclds only if R0  - R2 (B) Wt. Let us consider next a
2

grlindrical gas filed chambier of radius b and cperc.ted as an ion pulse chamber.

The computation of the exact expression for the detection efficiency is very

complicAted if the finite range cf the Li recoil is taken into account.

Furthermore, it carnct be carried out withou' an exact kncwledge of the range

energy relation of very slow Li particles. Thus it shall be assumed that the



iordzation from the Li recoil is confined to a very small region around the

origin of the disintegration. The contribution. of the Li, in the case of

thermal neutrons, shall be take'r. as equal to .85 Mev. This assumption is rather

crude since the range of the Li recoil according to Bcwer, Bretscher, and

Gilbert is abcut 4/11 of the total range of the two particles. It appears,

however, from the photcmetric traces of cloud chamber tracks that most of

the ionization cf the Li recoil occurs close to the point of origin of the

disintegration. Under these assumptions the detection efficiency becomes

F(E) : 1 - - (3)
2b

where r(B) is that portion of the range of the X-marticle (measured from the

point of origin; which it must spend in the sensitive volume in order to

prodce, together with the Li recoil, a pulse equal to the bias energy.

If R is the range of the o<-particle, E(R) the energy corresponding to a

certain range R, B the bias energy, and E the energy of the Li recoil, we

have;

P - Ei = E(R0) - E L R0 - r(B) (4)

In deriving Equation 3 it is assumed that r(B)(b.

In most cases the best procedure to obtain the counting rate at zero

bias energy con.i-ts in determining the number of courts as a function of

the bias and extrapolating linearly to zero t:aPs. This prodedure proves to

be satisfactory if the mteasureFr-nts extend to a sufficiently low bias.

15.3 BORON CHAMBER OF NIGH SEM;_TVTY

Figure 1 shcws the construction cf a highly sen.-itive boron chamber which

can be used for detecting neutrons of all energies by slowing them dowr in

paraffin in order to ir-crease the cross section for the B(ncO.) reaction.

The chamber consists of a cylindrical vessel with a central electrode

supported by guard electrodes. It is embedded in a block of paraffin



Figure 1

High sensitivity boron trifluoride chamber.
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50 x 50 x 50 centimeters. The diameters of the inner and outer electrodes are

2-1/4 inches and 4-3/8 inches, respectively. The gas filling consists of

W3, speciAlly prepared by decomposition of C6 H 5 W2 '4 , at a pressure of 74.6

centimeters Hg. The chamber is connected to an amplifier of .2 microsecond rise

time and 20 microseconds resolving time. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the

counting rate on chamber voltage. The drop of the curve below 3 kilovolts shows

that a considerable fraction of electrons is captured even in as pure a gas as

the one used. Figure 3 shows the bias curve at 4 kilovolts chamber voltage.

For all neutron energies the highest sensitivity is obtained if the source

is placed in the cylindrical cavity of the inner electrode. However, the

sensitivity is then dependent very markedly on the energy of the primary neutrons,

and source strength comparisons are only possible by a careful calibration at

various neutron energies. If the source is moved away from the chamber in a

,plane perpendicular to the axis, the sensitivity decreases (see Figure 4). The

decrease is more rapid for less energetic neutrons, and there exists therefore

a region (13 centimeters from axis) -where the counting yield depends only

slightly on the energy. Frma the same Figure it appears that the maximum

sensitivity, defined as the number of counts divided by the number of emitted

neutrons, is of the order of a few per cent, in fair agreement with an estimated

value. The detector has been used for measuring the strength of very weak

sources. The background is about 15 counts per minute.

15. G 1 CCUNTT ARhANGlk12 F HIGH SUNSITIVIT!

The apparatus consist. of twelve B3 proportional counters arranged with

their axes on a cylinder of 9 inches diameter and embedded in a cylindrical

block of paraffin 18 inches in diameter and 16 inches in length, with a central

cylindrical opening of 5 inches diameter in which the source is placed. The

counters are 2 inches in diameter and 12 inches long, and are of simple construction.

The central electrode is 1 mil kovar wire supported by glass insulators.

Nc guard electrodes are used, which makes careful cleaning and drying of the
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Figure 3

Counting rate veraus bias for boron trifluoride ctamber
of Figure 1. Voltage 4000V. Pressure 746 - Hg.
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imsvlatore aeeessary. The couatex are tilled with 10 emriehed

cesatiming 70 per seat 110 to a pressure of 600 uillmetewng. With a lo-e
intraa s aree in the esatr of the paraffMi block, the sensitivity is 13

per east. The eamters were eouamoted la parallel sad operated at "600 Volta.

Th res iavIr time of the amplifier as .5 micreseconds. figures 5 and 6 shoe

IM d4penW of the eownting ret en %be ecuater voltage at fixed bias, and
thr depeademee of eatug rate o the bias at the nouml Counter voltage of

+2600 Volts. ot curves ashibit flat regions around the Operatiag poiat. In

addition to its vwei high eantiq yield, this ammaNgmesAt bas a high resolution

and is therefore capable of eientig at bigh rates vithat appreeible'lass.

At 46C O000 *cwts per ewend s the twelve Onte9 the loss is only 5.5 per

semt. Thi gatity se measured ip tMe usul mvy by comparing the easntiug

ratee of two different sources, measured individually, with the observed

aenti ng rate wha the sources were played siaultaneow sly is the deteeter.

From Lie mmawed lose and the resolving time of the amplifier, it is apparent

twat the total resolving time of the arrangement is mainly determined by the

as ntars.

1535 FUT REPOGK COUJNITU

The detectore described in the two preceding sections have sensitivities

Nick depend very strongly an the energy of the primary neutrons. Several

attempts have been mad. to find an arrangement of paraffin surrounding a

bore detector such th!t'(e amber of boron dieinteg rao is proportiowl

to the amber of primary source neutrons and independent of their energies

ower a wide Range. These detectors have been termed loog boron couaters or
flat respoase canters. The theoretical treatment of the response of such

an arrafgement is very complicated. Qualitatively the following arguments

igt save to illustra te their performance. Suppose a boron detector is

embedded la a cylindrical block of paraffin. A source of neutrons is placed

on the aeis at a large distance from the front face of the cylinder. The
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Figure $

Counting rate versus counter voltage of high sensitivity boron
trifluoride proportional counters.
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Figure 6

Counting rate versus bias at 2600 volt counter voltage of

high sensitivity boron trifluorids proportional counter5.
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detector ie assumed to extend to the front face of the block and' be very long

compared to the mean free path in paraffin of any neutron to be detected.

Neutrons entering the paraffin will be degraded to thermal energies and diffuse

into the detector where they will give rise to B(n,oL) reactions. Due to the

large cross section, the counting rate will be essentially determinedd by the

flux of thermal neutrons. For an infinitely large slab of paraffin the efficiency

would be higher for higher neutron energies since low energy neutrons penetrate

oly a short distance into the paraffin before being thermalised. They have

therefore a better chance of escaping back through the front face (instead of

passing through the boron detector) than neutrons which were originally of

higher energy and are therefore thermalised at a greater distance from the front

face. The reason for this is twofold. At higher energies, more collisions

are required for thermelizationand the collision cross section is smaller

than at low energies. In order to minimize the dependence of the efficiency

o the energy, one has to limit the dimensions of the paraffin so that the

thermalised fast neutrons have an increased chance to eeape from the paraffin.

Obviously it is not possible to accomplish this for all energies from thermal

to several Nev. However, arrangements have been found which exhibit rather

flat response curves over energy regions of several Nev.

Among the various constructions, two shall be described which have shown

the best flat response curves. The first one (so-called 8" icng counter)

shown in Figure 7 consists of a paraffin cylinder of 12 inches length and 8 inches

diameter. Along its axis a BF 3 proportional counter, 1 inch in diameter and 8

inches active length, is embedded. It protrudes slightly over the front face

of the paraffin but is protected from direct thermal neutrons by a cadmiun

shield. The counter is' electrically shielded by an aluminum tube. For insulation

purposes the space between the counter wall and the shield is filled with osresin

wax. The central electrode of the counter consists of a kovar wire of 10 oil

diameter. The counter is filled with enriched (80 per cent B10) W3 to a pressure
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Figure 7

Detail of 8 inch flat respomwe counter.
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of 25 centimeters Bg. With -2700 volts applied to the wall, a gas amplifiestien

of about 10 is obtained. The somitivity versem neutron energy is represented

In Figure 8. The measurements were taken with the source of neutrons on the

axis of the detector 1 meter fro the front face. The arrangement was in the

center of a room 20 x 15 feet, and 90 inches above the floor so as to ainimise

the effect of scattering and degrading of tae neutrons by floors and walls.

Nevertheless it is believed that 15 per cent of the counted neutrons still

were scattered. The absolute sensitivity is about one count for every 10

neutrons eitted by a spherically symmetrical source. The most reliable points

of the sensitivity curves are those taken with the LI(p,n) and D(D,n) sources.

The flux o! these sources was determined by U-235 fission counts. Their energies

are *metly known (points at .5, 1.0, 1.5 and 3 Mew). Similarly reliable are

the points at .15 Ne and .023 Mew which were taken with ( I,u) sources of

known strength of (Be + ) and (Be + Sb), respectively. For the points at

.4 Mew, 2.2 Mew and 5 Now, sources with a complex neutron spectrum were used to

iieh a certain average energy is ascribed. These points are therefore open

to some doubt. This is particularly true for the point taken with the Ra-Be

source. It is furthermore estimated that the response at thermal 4.rgy of the

neutrons is around 70 in the units used on Figure 8.

A considerable improvement of the response was achieved with the arrangement

shan in Figure 9. Here the counter is shielded with an additional layer of

paraffin separated from the inner part by a boron-carbide or boron-triodde

shield, which redtaceipjt number of counts caused by stray neutrons to about

5 per cent when the source is again placed at 1 meter distance from the front

face. The sensitivity for low energy neutrons is increased by drilling a set

of holes into the front face of the paraffin cylinder. These holes give the

slow energy neutrons a better chance of entering the boron detector before being

reflected back through the front face. Eight holes 1 inch in diameter and

3-1/2 inches deep are drilled parallel to the axis of the paraffin cylinder with

their centers on a circle of 3-1/2 inch diameter. The boron trifluoride counter
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Figure 1i

DetQil of i thch ThLieded fiat response counter.
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used in this arrangement has a diameter of 1/2 inch and an active length of

12 inches. It is otherwise similar to the one used in the preceding arrangement.

The dependence of the sensitivity on the neutron energy is shown in figure 10.

The thermal energy point was measured with photo neutrons from (Be + Sb)

degraded strongly by a layer of he'vy water. The point at .023 Yev was obtained

with the same source without degradation,and the point at 1.2 Mev by a Li(p,n)

source, the flux of which was determined by a U-235 fission detector. These

points are therefore very reliable. The points at .4 Rev, 2.2 Mev, and 5 Mev

(Ra + Be) are taken with a complex neutron spectrum and are therefore somewhat

questionable.

15.6 .OLID BOPON 1iDT- ?,M.BR

The chamber is of the parallel plate type with the boron covered fcAl

on the negative high voltage electrode. The electrode separation is 0.4

centimeters and the diameter of the electrodes 1.6 centimeters. The chamber

is filled with argon at about 3 atmospheres pressure and operates with a

collecting voltage of between 10C and 2CC volts. The boron is deposited on a

tantalum foil by thermal deco rosit :n of B2/C. The deposit has a diameter of

1.4 centimeters and has a thickness of about 25 r//cm2 which is considerably

less than the range of both the ac -particles and the Li recoils. The bias

curve obtained with this chamber is shown in Figure 11. A sufficiently flat

plateau is found and the correction for finite thickness given by Euationg .

and 2 can be applied in order tn determine the counting rate at zero bias.

15.7 ARSCUJTE HF3 DETECT'1,

Two dtec tors wit seous baron rcr :un's suitable for absolute flux

measure ets are shown in Figures 12 and 14. Their common characterst:c

is the accurately known volume in which the counted pulses originate.

In the cylindrical chamber (Figure 12), there exists only a small region

where it is -oertain whether or not detectable pulses origInate. TLis region

is une where the c*lle t.ir4' :'-trode passes frem the opening of the high

voltage electrode 'rkugh the guard electrode. The counting volume was
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Figure 10

Sensitivity of 15 inch shielded flat response counter et different
neutron- energies.
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Figure 11

Bias curve of boron foil counter.
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Figure 12

Definite volume boron trifluoride ionization chamber.
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'-C.

determined by filling the chamber with water. The counting rate C is related

to the neutron flux density 6 by the equation:

C = A Cp n (5)

where n is the number of B1 atoms per cm , ' the disintegration cross section,

and A is the active volume. For the chamber shown in Figure 12, the counting

volume is 17.86 cm . The volume of the uncertain region is .31 cm3, or less

than 2 per cent of the main counting volume. The corners of the counting

volume are carefully rounded, a precaution which greatly reduces the wall effects.

Figure 13 shows bias curves obtained with this chamber at different pressures

and suitable collecting voltager. The various curves were taken with the

chamber in the same neutron flux. The numbers attached to each curve give the

counting rates per unit pressure at equal temperature, and it is apparent that

within a small error of ab ut 1 per cent these numbers are equal9 .The counting

rates for zero bias were not calculated but were obtained by linear extrapolation

of the observed curves. Since the slopes are quite small this procedure seems

to be adequate. A cal-ulation of the correction due to wall -effects for this

type of chamber would be very inaccurate.

In the proportional counter (see Figure 14), the counting volume is limited

by two discs of semiconducting material carrying sufficient current to prevent

accumulation of charges. The discs establish at the boundary of the counting

volume an electric field which varies radially in the same manner as in the

central region of the counter. In this way the usual end effects of proportional

counters (see Section 11.5) are avoided.

The discs consist of scft glass, coated with "Aauadag", and metalized on the

outer edge in order to insure contact with the counter wall. The central 10

mil platinum wire is fused into very small holes in the glass discs. The

technique of drilling small holes into the discs is as follows: The glass plate

is cemented on'x' a rubbr diathragm covcrirg a vessel connected to a rubber



Figure 13

Bias curves of definite vc lu.e 3F- cnizati n chamber.
Curves taken at different pre cures. The numbers accomF iying
each curve give the ccuntirg r te Pt unit pressure at 0%,



Figure 14

Definite volutr.e boron trirluoride proportional counter.
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squeeze-bnll. In this way the disc can be pressed gently and with uniform

pressure against the drill. The latter con-ists of a short piece of tungsten

wire, the diameter of which is slightly less than that required for the hole.

It is soldered into a round rieoe of brass which is clamped into a chuck driven

by an air turbine or A stable high speed electric drill rotating at about 7000

r;. Six hundred mesh c.rtru.. with water serves as a grinding agent. With

thIs. arrangement, holes as smal as 3 mil in diameter can be drilled. In order

to fuze the platinur wire into the glass, the wire is threaded through the hole

of the disc which is then placed into a furnae at the annealing temperature

of the glass. The fu-im- is accomplished by passing a current of suitAble

strength through the wire so that the glass melts onto the wire.

By shooting C-particles radially into the counter through mica windows,

it was found that the ras multiplication is very constant up to a distance of

1 millimeter from the discs. Figure 15 shows bias curves obtained at various

pressures. The gas multiplication was rade sufficiently high so that pulses

from secondary electrons from '-rays within the counting volume were at least

as big as boron disintegration puLses outside the counting volume. The bias

curves are quite flat and can easily be extrapolated to zero bias. The counting

rates at zero bias per unit pressure at 0 C are given with the corresponding

curves. Tnese counting rates are very closely the same. This shows that the

detector can be used for absolute measurements.



Figure 15.

Bias curves of definite volume EF3 counter. Curves taken at
different pressures. The numbers accompanying each curve
give the ccunting rate at unit pressure at 00 C.
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CLAF ThE 16

FISS ION DETECTORS

16.1 INTRCEUCTION

The main purposes for which fission detectors are used are:

(a) Measurement of the rnte of fist ions in a given neutron flux for

the determination of the fission cross section; measurement of the rate of
4

fissions in a material with known cross section for the determination of

flux of monoenergetic neutrons. In both cases it is important to know accu-

rately the amount of fissionable material and to count quantitatively the

number of fissions occurring in the material.

(b) Relative measurements of neutron flux of sources with identical

spectra. In this case it is desirable to have a detector of high courting

yield, but the absolute value of this quantity does not need t be known.

The various fissionable materials offer the possibility of co nstucting

detectors with different yields for different neutron energies since the

materials have different threshold energies.

(c) Investigation of the energy distribution of the fission fragments.

Detectors for this purpose are very similar in construction to the ones used

for the study of cK-particle spectra.

In most cases the fissionable material is used in the form of thin foils.

Since the moan range of the fission fragments is only about 2.1 centimeters in

air it is evident that only very thin layers of material can be used for absolute.
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1: the fiacionatibe materii.1, and B(E the r!-nve cf s fIssic:n pr ite of

ery u tc es erIrry I r rer iing +h!s rest r ( ecion .',

i. is asnun-ed that all fiasicn fragments hae the srme rane R end that the

thi_knEss t cf the fei is t , h - K(" In Figure 1 a 'lH2.ated bias

curve is conmartd with eXperimert -_ date. At high bias, the experirYntAl

pcizits deviatF 'c.nsicersbly frcm th. curve. T- Is is t.c be exre-ted in v4w

of the assumptirs made in the cnifulat4on. In the -ase of a cyltrdrical

finscir. charv er, c&rr-'tr fissii'rible rAte:ia_ cn the !irtide of the ctr

electrcde, Rn a1dit.1ona& ocrrctir, ' "wel .r c i", has t; be applieJ.

For an infinitely third; layer of fisrinat1le material, the detee-ticn, effl-ierny

whi.h tAkes trtc ec, unt partitl&e st-rr!fr'g the cylir.drical wall is given by:

F (B) r(iC U)

where b is the radlus of the char-ber and r(EB i that pcrtion r' the range rf the

pArti:le which must be spent in the sensitive vol,.me of the chairber in order

to produce a pulse equal to the bias energy B. It is assured that r(B) is

very sma l compared with b. The necessary data for couputirg the thickness and

the wal) ccrrecticns are found ir Section A.2C, which gives stc ping power and



FigIre I

ias :urve c an icl p'lse ch-Imu,"r 'a-..s-a t-.'' f i-, fci.
a plane electrnie, 'urve ':a1cu t'i d azcni. to &: ati -n 3. -- osses
repres-nt measurements using a of aorzpziate tr.-knes-
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range energy relations for fission particles. If both corrections are small,

the final expression for the detection efficiency is the product of Equations

2 and 3.

16.2 FARALLEL PLATE FISSION CHAMBER

A chamber suitable for the absolute measurement of the number of

fissions is shown in Figure 2. It is operated at a pressure of 1.5 atm cf

argon or nitrogert with a collecting voltage of -300 volts at the electrode which

carries the foil. The largest amount of N239 which has been used was 1.2 ag

deposited on a circle of 4 cm diameter (95 r/cm2). With pure argon, the

rise tire of the pulses is of the order of 1 microsecond. The amplifier had

a resolving time of .1 microsecond. This arrangement reduces the piling up of

dJ -particles to the size of a fission pulse very effectively. No such pulse

was observed over a period of weeks. Figure 3 shows a bias curve obtained

with a .434 mg foil of plutonium irradiated with slow neutrons. It clearly

shows a practically horizontal plateau over a considerable bias range.

If FI .C SMALL FISSjQ CHAMR

A chamber suitable for quantitative flux measurements and of very small

dimensions is shown in Figure 4. The small dimensions are a particularly

desirable feature for measurements of flux in a neutron atmosphere where the

introduction of large cavities wculd charge the neutron distribution. The

volume of the chamber including the long support is only abcut 50 cm3 . It is

filled with approximately 1 atmosphere of argon. The inner electrode serves

as the high voltage electrode and as the collecting electrode, the outer

electrode being grounded. The inner elen trode is coupled through a small

capacity to the input of the amplifier as shown schematically in Figure 4.

No spurious pulses comparable in size to fission pulses were detected if

the collecting voltage was kept below 250 volta. Foils containing up to

10 mg/cm2 of U2 3 5 were used. The material was deposited on a 1 mil platinum
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Figure 2

Parallel plate type fissi -n chamber for ab-c;1-te rreasurments of
fission rates.

1. Gas tight cover.
2. Mounting position of sample,
3, 4igh voltage Flectrode.
4, Collecting elects-de.
5. Guard electrode.
6. Polystyrene insulator.
7. Gasket.
8, col. ar for connection with area. lif1ier,
9. High voltage leal,

10. Lead to premplifier.
1?. Gas inlet.
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Figure 4

Small fission chamber,

2, Contazt sprIng,
3, Lead tc v ng electrxdf (#2R wire).
4, Luzi e guiJ.
5, Aluminum shield (.028 inch wail thickness) forming outer electrode.

The inset drawing shows the electrical connections for the case
that the inner electrode served as high voltae and collecting electrode.
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5

foil which then was rolled into a cylinder and slipped into the chamber. The

total amount of material in this case was 6C mg of U308.

16, FIAT FISSION CHAMBER OF EIGIH COUNTING YIELD

A chamber for very large amounts of material confined to a comparatively

small volumeo is shown in Figure 5. It was used with 750 mg of U 3 08 on each -

plate ( 63 per cent*U 2 3 5 , 37 per cent U 2 ). The chamber was operated at pressures

between 1.7 atmospheres and 3.4 atmospheres of argon with a Collecting voltage

of 100 to 200 volts. Since the layer c;f raaterial is very thick, no plateau in

the bias curve could be obtained. Using an amplifier with a square transient

response and a resolving time of about 0.1 microsecond, serious trouble fro'

piling up of « -pulses was encountered.

6. ,4 _ULTIPLE PLATE FIS I0?NCH.AY:H}. CF tIGH COUNTING YIEW

In this chamber, shown in Figure 6, a very large amcunt of material is

distributed over a number of electrodes. Twelve of the fourteen electrdes

were covered with enriched uraniu on both sizes. The two front and bottom

plates were only plated on one side. The plates consisted of .8 mil dluminum

foils of 20.5 centimeters diameter mounted on 1/16 inch thick aluminum rings.

Alternate electrodes are connected, so that they form two sets, one set serving

as a collecting electrode, the cther as the high voltage electrode, With a

coating of 1 mg/cm 2 of urban Me, a total of 7.74 gm was deptiited on the plates.

The material was not highly erriched, since only .89 gm were U.35. The

chamber was filled with argon mit az.osjherLe pressure. No plateau in the

biae curve was obtained. The chamber :p therefore on'.y suitable for relative

seasuremernt: :f neution f1Lx.

16.6 SPIhAL FISSION CHAVZER

This section describes a fission detectc.r of ver, high. counting yield

combined with very small dimensions, It consists cf two concentric spirals

closely spaced and coated with fief icnable raiterial on hoth sides. The two
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Figure 5

Flat fisysin chamber rf' high counting yield.

1. Metal glass sel.
2. 3/8" stec tuhl ng 1/32" wall.
3. Luc: te supT ort.
4. Brass cover plate.

Lucite ring.
6. Lucite ring.
7. Brass bottom plate.
8. Support for foils.
9. Gas inlet.
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Figure 6

High counting yield chamber.

1. Lea? through inrulator, (lucite).
2. Gas inlet.
3. Heavy second top plate to be removed after filling of chamber.4. Aluminum rings supporting foils.
5. Sbpportirg rod and -lead.
6. Metal apacer.
7. Lucite, spacers.
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spiral rerrc-sent the high volt_%ge anal r,2ecting electrodes of the chamber.

Sirce the preparation of the fo ls and the aisee.bly of the spirals is unique,

a detailed account f the procedure is given ir. the following paragraphs.

Preperation cf foils:Uranyl nitrate is divsolved :r n minirmur quantity

of alcohc. A scluticn of I Or 2 per cent of Zapon lacuer in Zapon thirner

is prepared rard added to the first scluti rn until the concentration of

ursrl nitrate is about 5C rrg/cc. The r: trate -ncr.entration may be much

lkwer, hut the value mentconed should not be greatly exceeded.

This solution is applied to an aluminum foil in a th r layer by reans of a

soft brush. The brush should not again touch an. portion of the foil from wnicb

the sclvent has evaporated. The fcil is then baked for three or four minutes

at ab:,ut 55C; C to hurr. off the Zapon lacouer and to convert the uranyl nitrate

to U C8. If platiirn foil is used, the, 1,k rng temperature may be 8CC cr 9000 C.

The hi-gher teirperature will result ir: mare r.early complete elizinaiin of Zapon

and quantitative conversion of uranyl nitrate to UA.

When the foil has cooled, it Is rolled fiat between. sheeta of ;,per

arid the coated side is rubbed smooth w' th a soft tissue. Initially, the

costed surfse w2 l exert cornsIderable fri ctir nal drag on the tissue but

this. rapidly din.1ris-er, without appeartint removal of oxide, and a smooth,

lustrq:Ls surface ia prcdu ed.

A single layer of U3Ce a ;plied b; this method is, and apparently must be,

quite thin. However, the prc-edure :hay be rEpeated until the desired surface

density is reached. The coating is very teracious and will withstand sharp

bending of the foIl.

If the fcil is to be coated cn both sides, as for spirals, it is advisable

to paint alternately on the two sides rather than to complete the coating on

one Eid6 before beginnirg the other.

Small areas of foil are conveniently poirted, on a flat surface, by

hand. IArger areas are more easily handled if the foil is wrapped around

an alumir.um drum which is rotated against the trush.



Aluminum foil which has been used in moEt of the spirals, is prepared

for coating by lightly etching the surfaces in a dilute sodium hydroxide

solutions. It is carefully cleaned with, water and alcohol and thoroughly dried,

before the painting is hegun.

Preparation of spirals: Spirals have been wound by twc methods. The

first, illustrated in Fures 7 and 8, makes use of a strip of material

for spacing the foils as they are wound. Ordinary sewing thread of the

desired diameter is wound on a straight, stiff metal bar somewhat longer than

one of the foils. The turr.s are wound tightly together until the width of the

winding is slightly less than the width of a foil. A dilute solution of

Amphenol 912 Cement and thinner or benzer.e (about 1 to 5), or of rubber cement

and benzene ( 1 to 10), is now pointed on the threads. After drying, the

threads are cut at one end of the bar and are removed from it as a strip twice

the length of the bar. In either solution the concentration of cement should

be as small as will produce a coherent strip.

The winding form in Figure 7 is a piece of J" metal tubing with a

narrow, smooth-edged longitudinal slot a little deeper than the width of

a foil. A flat-faced cylinder 1 inch in diameter and drilled with a # inch

hole is pushed into the tube to provide a guide surface to prevent the foils

from wandering axially as they are wound. The fol3 ends, provided with wire

leads soldered across .the ends, are inserted into the slot and are bent

over against the inside of the tube as shown in Figure S. The middle of the

thread strip is inserted into the slot and the spiral is formed by winding,

under tension, half a turn at a time, foil and thread alternately. The fingers

are used to smooth the foil and thread to aid in producing a tight, evenly

spaced spiral. then the winding is completed, narrow strips of an adhesive

tape may be wcund around the spiral to hold it together temporarily.

Final stages in producing a spiral consist of sealing the ends in

supporting and insulating material and removing the threads. By means of a

force exerted on the guide cylinder, the spiral is pushed partly off'



FIgure 7

Vethod of windirg spirals for spiral chamber.
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Figure 8

Fastening of ends of spirals.
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the mandrel and abcut a third of the threads are pulled, 'ne at a time,

from the end cf the spiral. Trickled edges of the foils may be straightened

with a scriber.

Sulphur .r ordinary red sealing wax provides satisfactory support and

insulation for the ends of the spiral. If sulphur is used the lead wires

should be platinum or another metal which does not form a conducting sulphide.

Otherwise flakes of sulplide mayi fall from the wires and short the foils.

Ordinary "flowers of sulphurI does not seem to insulate the f(ils satisfactorily.

Better insulating and mechanical properties are obtained by using a mixture

of three parts by weight of sulphur flowers and one part of finely powdered

aluminum oxide.

A small quantity of this mixture is melted to the viscous stage on

a pyrex plate or in some shallow flat-bottomed vessel and is stirred to

keep the aluminum oxide in suspension. The exposed end of the spiral,

still on the mandrel, is carefully lowered into the molten mixture and

gently rotated to aid in wetting the entire end of the spiral. Unless care

is taken in adjusting the temperature, sulphur in its fluid phase will rise

to a considerable height between the foils. Excess sulphur may be removed

by judicious application to a heated glass surface. The central hole in the

spiral must be reopened if sulphur has covered it. A heated wire may be used

in removing sulphur.

Temporary support for the. sealed end is provided by applying a narrow

strip of adhesive tape around the spiral at this end. The tape previously

applied is now gently removed and the remaining threads are pulled from the

open end of the spiral as before. Tape should be reapplied to keep the outside

ends of the foils in place. The wire leads are now bent back on themselves

and are pulled through to the completed end of the spiral so that they will

not interfere with the sealing of the remaining end.

If sealing wax is used for insulation care is necessary in sealing the

second end of the spiral to avoid softening the wax at the other end.
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A set of foils used in one of these spirals is shown in Figure 9. One

of the large spirals is ready for dipping while the other is completed and

ready for installation in its chamber.

Should the spiral damaged after completion, the foils may be

easily salvaged. Sulphur-insulated spirals may be taken apart by pulling

the two foil ends. Those employing sealing max are placed in acetone or

alcohol until the foils say be easily pulled apart. All remaining max is

then removed with clean solvent. After all visible traces of insulating

material have been removed, the foils should be baked for a few minutes

at about 5000 C. They may then be smoothed and straightened by placing

them between sheets of paper on a flat surface and drawing a smooth cylinder

along the foils.

A second method of winding spirals uses only two or three threads in

the winding process and these remain in the spiral, serving both to support

and insulate the foils. This method is particularly adapted to the winding

of very small spirals but may also be used in preparing the larger ones.

The winding mandrel consists of two lengths of 1/16" steel rods each

milled to a semi-circular cross-section for about an inch of its length.

These are inserted into the bearings of the apparatus shown in Figure 10 so that

the milled sections overlap. Threads which have been previously soaked in

dilute Amphenol cement and dried are inserted between these sections. Their

spacing is determined by the grooved rods in the foreground and background

of Figure 1C. The ends of the foils are inserted between and on oT-posite

sides of the threads for a little less than 116 inch of their length. They

are carefully aligned the small cylinders are pushed onto the split

section to serve as clamps and as guides for the foile. The free ends of

the foils are then placed in the clamps shown at the top and bottom of

Figure 1C.

Tension of the foils end threads is provided by weights and must be

adjusted to the foil and thread which are used. Too much tension causes the
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_ i' .. *. rhe Ff- K;. the, thrrhj; *. r:'.rr. T.n _ittle feen pr 1t^!s

__"-re re w i ,,ill r w:'. : !s rer..c;,$ fr:.r. the nacht,",

IC. t c .as iV .t.r- te. !nt all? L rcI ircd c the n, n ! .i r

fC.. hZ_ crae t Z2e C.! id e: f the te

A6 t the aiginmen:A, tean crm; iee:', the spiral is wcurd Ly turidng

the .raf t thcwr. i: ?igvrC 0. War. *tiut inc. c.f f:A, r.rAinr ur.wrus% the

tep cAr, it looered and a strip .Ci., i rch Arphcnz. pc-.5t)rene tA pe

slight%, ider that, the f' 3: i and ci:t I irncec long i' cezeted to the

:ASt i nh of th:i f 2. Tensi:. -:. tie roil i. maired rarnu"lly Knd

finding is crr.t0,;ce r.til the lotcon cluw rua. be di'cer.nectEd. The threads

ill guide the -ottr. foil for the last r:lf turn cr so. Whxr, the end of

the top fCi hsd raehe the ariral, a sharm razor blade is used t: cut

the top threa&e ;unt beyond the end ;f the top 2oi2. After t Cur the: hAf

turn the otVPr : e "-d 'ire i-:i r'y cut. With the guide cy orders pushed
t

tack, several. oyrs cf .the Ar Len' tpe !ory apr.lle n t.,2 end is fisteried

dwr. vth a svial drcp of Akmrhen-_ cement.

T e ari:' Is rnw cZ .eted an. 's re, cved from the maclh1 e by

leoeening the set screwwhzd Lc2 tne s :it cds in (their bearings an.,

pUJlir.f th recds frco the spirhI. If the r;iir "i is shorted, the trouble

wili~ gona:e37 be fruri In the ::eter of the winding, Careful prrbing in

t e :/:< : r .'xil hnQe will usu l... rer- . the st rtc.r- whi-h shcrte the

foals, Sm 'l spirmle prOdr.ed t. the ah ve tecixque are shown i Figure 11.

The ap'ra1E are mcunted i. i suitable rmhll cortairir. A completes

chnmbe:r is connected tc the filrig system a+ the valve which pis provided and

is e'cUated. The entire chamber Is haked until evclutioni of vapore .I

negligible. The tempor"t:.re cf the spirel end of the chamber ril] be limited,

of course, ty the melting or softening temperatures of the irJvulating Material

of the spiral cr by the solder used it: sealing the eLiazber. Since the spacing

of the two foils is quite small (fC mile) it is receesery to operate the
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Fig ure 11

Three spiral clhmbert of differ(-it sizes ready for assembly.
In the foreground are two coated foils.
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chambers at rather high pressure, fro. 5 to 10 ataoopheree of argon for the

larger type, 1C to 14 atmospheres for the smaller type. For the same reason the

collecting voltage is quite low; 135 volts proved to be satisfactory for both

types regardless of foil spacing.

The capacity of the epiral chambers is as high as 500 micromicrofarads.

They can be operated -by either grounding one foil, the other one serving as

high voltage and collecting electrode, or by applying the collecting voltage

to one spiral aind using the other as collecting electrode. In the former case,

the collecting voltage is applied through a .25 megohm resister and the input of

the amplifier coupled through a condenser of 100 to 500 micromicrofarads, The

leak resistor in the first case should be abcut .25 megohms, and about .1 megohms

in the second case. Due to the large amount of material used in these detectors,

the counting bias has to he set at a comparatively high value, in order to avoid

pulses frin a piling up of o(-pulses. Consequently the detection efficiency

is somewhat low. For a background of r.ct more than one to two counts per minute

due to pile-up, the detection efficiency wis found to be between 80 and 90 per

cent. The amplifier used with these chambers had a resolving time of 1.5

microsecczds, The rise tine of the pulses is less than 0.2 microsecond. If

not more thjn .25 mg/cm" of U 3 08 are used, -the bias curves show a plateau. The

following teble givesa a list of constructions which were actually used.

Foil S&pcirg DiAmeter Length Useful Area Max. Deposit
ir Wily inches inches in cm2  Mg U

20 1 1 200 240

20 1 1 360 550

7 3.3 22 35

16.7 INTEGIA T;NG FI CSN CHAMIER

Figure 12 shows an- integrating ionization chamber used for relative flux

measurementf ir. very dense slow neutron atmospheres. The ionization current

can be measured diredtly wJ th a galvanometer. The chamber is constructed in

such a way that the ionization current is predominantly produced by fission
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Figure 12

Irtegrating loniztior tki.br for fissiorw.
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fragments and only to a small extent by t -rays or electrons. One hundred

and eighty-four mg of U2 3 5 (345 ag of 63.1 per cent enriched U 308 ) are

deposited in the form of nitrate on both sides of the 14 electrodes with the

exception of the end plates which are coated only on one side. The plate

spacing is 25/320. Alternate p1atie are connected to the collecting and to

the high voltage leads. It was found that residual ionization due to the

activity of the chamber material, produced by previous neutron bombardment,

could be greatly reduced by using ordinary cold rolled iron for the container

and parts of the internal structure. The chamber is filled to a pressure of

one atmoephare of argon and operated with voltages up to 1800 volts. With

the maximum voltage, a linear relation between ionization current and neutron

flux was found for currents up to 21 microamperes.
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APPENDIX TO PART AI

A.1 RAJE ENE 'R, RIATIONS AND STOPPING PUWM

Figure. 1, 2, and 3 show the range energy relations for O -particles

protons, and deuterons in air at N.T.P. (760 = Hg, 1500 C) according td

Livingston and Bethe. These girvea were obtained by fitting theoretical

expressions to experimental data. In order to obtain the range energy relation

for deuterons, it should Abe remembered that a deuteron of energy 23 has twice

the range of a proton of energy E.

Figure 4 shows the range energy relation for protons in argon according

to Bethe's methods. The results were fitted to experimental values. In

addition to the range energy relation, Figure 4, shows the stopping cross-

section 0- as a function of energy. This quantity is directly connected with

the specific energy loss, -dE/dx, by the equation

Cr: .. L .H.
a dx

where n is the number of atoms per cm 3 (at N.T.P., n : 2.548 x 1019). The

third curve in Figure 4 markedT gives the distance of the center of gravity

of ionization of a track of energy E from the point of origin of the particle,

measured along its path:

i(Eo) : R(E() L G (E dE = -. (dE/dx) x dx
o 

0

Figure 5 shove the same three quantities for xenon.

Figures 6 and 7 show the range energy relations of protons in paraffin

( CD H2n 2) and glycerol tristearate. The curves are based upon calculated

values of the stopping number B in C, 0, and H. The stopping number B is

related to the energy 1 s -dE/dx by the equation

- x B7 2-dx n Ba

(1)

(2)

where Ze in the charge of the incident particle, v its velocity, and m the

electron mass. The expressions used for the computaton of these curves are:

29 1
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Figure I

Range energy relation for c( -particles. (Livingst.cn And Bethe)

1
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Figure

Range energy relation for protons and demtercrn. (Livingston and Bethe)
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Figure 4

Farage erverg-. reatir., stoppinrg cress secti r. ard -er:ter c:
iord zatJcn for prc tcre in argor. (?Wc m le; 15D C).
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Figure 7

Range energy relation for protor, in glycerol tr itearate.
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BC a 9.4406 log10 (E/.0094704) - 2.2652 CE(l/ )

.g4.3479 log1 0 (E/.22356) a 1.0497 CK(1q)

BC : 9.4406 log10 (E/.Co94704) . 2.2652 CI (1/"L)

+ 1.0497.1&(N )

2.2652 B(INL) + 1.0497 B ( )

withy' KE E/.811520 end -' E E / .034378

fydrnt

for E>.8

for .03(11(.8

for E s .03

% : 2.30259 log10 E - .55248 C8(1 ) + 4.800

BH : / .1B()

with r1 - E/ .029863

o nL

18.421 log10 E

+- 24.741

a 3.4199 C (1ik)

for E J'il-.03

for E 6 .03

a C(1AK )

for E g 1.5

B 0 : 14.253 10g10 E

4. 22.496

B0 . 3.4199 B )

- 3.4199 Cx(1/-TL) +BX(K)

for .09E 41.5

-. $K( K ) for F 6 .09

E E / .09036

The functions CK(1/1) and BK(1) used in these expressions are represented in

Figure 8 according to Livingston and Bethe. The energies have to be taken in Yev.

B 0 :

with ".E / 1.4809 and



Figurti 8

The functions B.(. ) and C ('i/r1) for the calculation of etopPing
nurabFr . (From Y. S. Li- z.gton qne F. A. Bethel Rev. Mod.
Phys., _, 2.5, 1937).
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A. . h.....;n ^ s:;: -' ," 7 R: .7 TO of ONE IOT: PAIR

Table A.2-1 gives the various vPlues cf Wo for different gises, particles

and energies.

as

Air

Air

Air

Air '

H2

He

Co

0 2

C27i4

S2 -4

C :i2

Ne

A

A

po in eV

32.0

36.0

35.1

35.6

36."

31.0

34.7

34.6

27.6

28.2

2 7. 6

27.3

24.9

26.9

Table A.2-1

Particle and Znergy

electrons .3 :.ev

protons 2.5-7.5 Lev

-- pa-tic1es 7.8 Mev

aC-erticles 5.3 Yev

c4-particlea 5.3 Iev

od-nartioles 5.3 ?!ev

O- -particles 5.3 ev

o' -particles 5.3 Mev

c'--particles 5.3 Mev 9
e"-particles 5.3 ev

ud-part icles 5.3 Mev

64 -perticles 5.3 Mev

e-particles 5.3 oev 3
electrons 17.4 KV

-@-particles 5.3 Yev

oC-particles 1.3 Mev

Reference

L. H. Gray, Proc. Cam-

bridge Phil. Soc., 40,

72, 19.14

K. Schmieder

Ann d. Phys., 35, 445,

1939.

K. Schmieder

Ann. d. Phys., 35, 445, -1969.

D- B. Nicodemus, Thesis,
Stanford Univers ty, 1946

K. Schmieder
Ann. d. Phys., 35, 445, 1939.

R. ^1. Gurney
Proc. Roy. Soc., A107,-532,1925

Kr

Xe

23.0

21.4



A3_K OF_ ELCTF.ONS IN ALL L':h: ZPLE.FIC U ZATICt C(

Curves (a) and (b) ir. Figure 9 show the extrap.olated rage cf elect ronr

in aluirum as a fur ttir. of their energy. Curvy (c) shows their specific

ionization in ion-pairv ter cm ir> :1r fcr N.7.F.

:. S AT rING CROSSECTi : r'- i.(YO AND pEUTFhC FOR NEUThC

Figure XC and Figust 11 show the shattering cross- tilnns of protons

end deuterons ( at re t ) versus the errgy of the itrpirging nettrorui".

The protn:r curve is tine ;.c' of a theoretical :r8ess iorn which fit's the

experincrtal dta very well. The dt-uterrn :urv -: pu k ?afr tej"

., . ,F ATREETAT-N (-FL l C. t AND- lb

Figure; LZ sLCwE a plc-t of the coeffic1r4.t cf Attenustior, t of 5-rrsy

for Al, Cu, :n, and RI verus the energ, cf the *qusntiwr, For lead the

thr. co p ren s of i (.1.E., the :h uLitri-, Cor-tt:., Ft, ptir fr.)uctier:

coefficiernt' are shcwr. If D is the tct1 crocsa-- ti.on ;.er ator, i: .

the nun':er of atoms per cr', then z is defir.c as - t G" ,

Supp e particles c.f uniform rar-e are evitted otropially frer; a

material layrr of thres t " n"e prilp be'rg ctedpr ie te.

The recordi,:q d.-vice -clbehased cttht vkry pG. !i jc .csi:", ,I?
v'rurt cf Icnrgy E 'L i'. the detector ' -1 L.Ixtu t. T. ' Oclserved number

o: court C divIded: the true ruiter c. dis,..teJr'ier.. . s e rete : ,ioz

eff icIl-r.cN F at thc .. i P. Tre ur'.er :f -ounrted partIce fr;c e )lavcr

between x an, 7 + 1 , Figsrl J3) 1 . icy

Whe - & is t: t ar4 :ie a . w t: . up'o F e.gAng f:QI tre fz .!i,

has 'Uet coriuh er.erg to le . ;t!. Mt :. th , 11 thi& energy be R(B,
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6

F i-ure ?

(n) RArge of slow eectron :, a lUdot :set, "EJ'r6r.t6 c' N:uclear
(t) RInre off fast electrcs ir AlumjIUw Physics".

(c) Sr ecific iordization or *4t electcr.e ;. ei-, . Rut-r'':.r^, C"i adkr , and
'. 'r. , niaticr from

Radic-activte LuiAnces
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Figure 11

Iieutron deutercn Fcatterbig crcF sevtior.
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FigurM 12

Attomlation coefficient for r -rays in Pb, Sn, Cu, and Ai, as a

function of frequency (from Heitler, The- Quantum Theory of

Radiation"). The dotted curves show the three components of

t for lead.
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F1 gure 13

Thj ckness correc Uor for plAne foil.
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rFtu : . gn r :.'e F, b-:'r .east.rc {n t: r.:' int&:iai cf the fu:.. Then,

R(a; = Rc -

CC
end th totae nai cour cf counts si

-2 T( x sin $d& ' -- - -
S R - ' .(B):

wreire ., ' 4. t ,

nd. F (B' -i -- L--- (3)

T7e relm tf n try rf cwrsrs ter,:y vali i i i I t A. 1 . t s lto Rasumed

that ::.r ..se _i tze IrnepEr4!er t of the (!1iCtI(lo. 'f tt.c ATti(Te. Since

is evumed to he rather Ifrtr, the effect of eiectrcs cilectien ray be

r.eg ecte' Vi the fc!1 is (.r "th rege41v elct:trcde.

For :cw 'a r'ed born detectorr, the date'tion offi.':ncy w:1l be the

.- w A' t:. r='f ! -; r r , ' e fr o -; ert.eles r.d i thim recoi Is as shn in

Chepte: 15, For fi aonr deter toru, since twc fragmenty mro err14.ed per

dis .tegrati,, the de ctlrt4 Fff:cF'.' is tw ,t that g!ver, by the fcrrula,

ns stated in tect'h 16,1. For rer~c t~ U g:'1 r.E tc; : .gle part: 'I.

f + Pr er t.. n r . yayeri ( t . R(B /, F Is giver. b.k

, . N - R(B)

/,

A7 _ F2sESL . : _3 Ak C)UIN hG.I VC ''t ; U ,

hr. 'i. r;xhi'A ange 'r-ergy reA(ica' fc. I. lAm bem. cunctru,:ted

frcr th.F Fhreta'". i : tr,4ces r;f rloudi ra-' Fr' trA.: r r F(: r ; dii !r tegra -

': -r. -f P. -, bc. , t,n i tvtx' x; tz.il " .:. c :cnrelce 4 1l4 :% t y

1t W"P ". r.' tr nt the sa') energy rAnge rel.atio, hld. for' Li e for

ri:w o-f5- fAicts, The atomic stopj:vi j ower rglAtive to xir for very Llow
'a\.i ? t?' E tinid t , iUtE1'po'ti tOn to be As:ut r",



A,* -TECT1: EFLiLNC' C CYLI1 RICAL DETEcR WITE RADIAT

If a foil contairing the eslt tiig subs tarce is placvc on the inlde

of the sell of a cylindrical detector of ratias b the detectionr effcency is

reduced teca&.e of the particles, emerging wi th sufficient energy uider a large

angle with reject t "M radius, which ie!ve the counting volume by strik i g

the cylindrical wall surface. If this geometrical effect and the thickness

effect (see Section A.6) are both small, the detection efficiency is the prodtt

of the efficiencies for each effect separately. This requires, therefore, that

r(Bj'i b, r(B; being that part of the initial range in the gas of the

detector necessary to produce a easurable puned. For an infirtely thio

layer, and under the saa'e assumptiorr as In ecticn A.E, the detection effi cIer.:y

of a ^s1irdr;cftl detector is given b: the ratio of the area of that part of

the eurfece of a sphere of rAdlus r(B; (wIth its center or the cylinde-r 14

radius t) w~hch is located inside the cylinder to the total spherical surface,

_h e * ( 3 ) ( s e e F i g u r e 1 4 ) .
Zat us cereier a pclar slote cf coordinates with the origin on the

tall of the counter, the pc ie r a x1 e along the radius, and the plane C a o

pWpe xiular to the axis of the .y;Inder. The difference f between the

surface of the half sphere and its pert lo-cted inside the cyline: Is

given by

f f r2 sin 8 d G d

The bourvndry curve of the surface is given by the equations of the sphere

and the cylirder

r r(B;

s in G coe f r cos -2 r h cos 0 0

If cos = t , thez 4

4
f 0 

d d

O 0

.M:j



Figure U4

all correction for cylindrical toil.
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where ,U is giver. ty the equa tion of the tourdary cuve

-' q (r(B)/b )

Expz drgg ,, and r.electing higher than linear ter:L in ( r(B)/b ) we get

- ___(

2 b

The totei detection efficiency taking the thickneee of the foil into

BcCOUL.t in therefore

tntal 2 1 t Rc . BB 3 4.b

Ir" the cast !.f fission, where two Forti:-les erre oritte,. the total detection

fefieency is twice that giver by Equation 5'.

A.9, TA LL CC'RRE 'K '- r CY iy :r.A L DETF ~C: C TH EP.L SYA Lam, NTE

E:.Mift .1 fFTICLF Of{INATE I' T, LG

If the disImtegration. take ;.iAe in the gas filling of a large

cylindrical chamber of radius b, some particles will hit the walls before

having produced a sufficiert ionization to be recorded at the giver, bias.

It shalh be assumed that all the diairstegratioh energy goes into one particle,

that all pertlzlei have the same range R @measured in the gas and small compared

to b, and that they are emitted isotropically.

If csrtdere cocrdiAtes, rre i r r'roduced (AEe Figure 15) with the origin

at the print F, the z axis cr- a redijai, ar4 the y axie parallel to the axis

of tne cy:rKnr, for 'ny giver, dectir&r .,f emission of the particle, there.

is e p - u F at a distance froc the axis 0 such that the particle lose.

a. -"r'i 'y P ecuali to the Lias energy before striking the wAl:. For particles

Leirg ew1tte4 ir the direct n Iven by the polar angles & and 4 , the



Figure 15

Wa1 correction for cylindrical chambcr if ionizing

particles origiratA is: gas.
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U a ic, S d$
J6 1

The equation of the cylindrical wall is

( co - )2 + ( r sin& (oI S )2 3 b2 (6)

and A b 1. ( 2r/b ) coo if higher t

in ( r/b ) are neglected. ;is deterairies V for every given r, 9 , and ( ,

!et r(8) be tiet portion of the initial ranee which has to be within the

sensi tive volume in order to produce R pulse of sise equal to the bIa@ energy.

r(P) s R R( .)
o

wharf R0 is the original range of the particles, E the original energy, ,nd

B the hiss energy.

In order to find the total dete,ton efficiency, the integration has

t' be *xtended from 0 to &w( ), wu.ere 9( ) is given by the relatier. in

E-uation 6 with r3 b. The integratir. n"er c/ extends from 0 to 2 it . For

, < a , g resalns at its maximum value b. Thus

F( ) s f d {j (r /b( ) sir. f d a sir. d o

: Lh .-ca f * .- - B) a:- "n
Sr sin

b

N:t'iL the abi. e yu r' ie r tec<.e'e

I
~h 

~J

& * Rean rrge of fission frtgrents .- - ari.s '_eri:;s ha. 'ern cornuted

from the Te sreeertr of B}r, , rortirfir, ard L3 !7 T 'ar 'm

r F
j "



fisrSorn fraerts.

I' wr fund that aF ::ximately a I materiel h.aye the saa. F stopt-ing

rcwer fzr fisi' fragrente er for - -.-t :cieE of 4. ei. T:.e datb f;r air

uas teker frcm the as.cve ref-rc..-e. - of the .. ar rArne of fisiio

_ rer-te ami the stoF" :nx tower -f vsr! ,nm t*.-rilPi fer f.--.=icn frsgmcrtta

are given in Table A.l-1. The va;Le_ for tZw rmr.ges 're not considered

to be very a~ci.rate except for air.

TAble A.1' -1

Year. ?.e e of F!t i;r

3.7

2.6

F.:

'..

AtUm- , trp .ing Fewer

1.(C

0./.

3.:.t6

3 .9L

Mater ia

Air

Al

Cc1lodion

L

Ag

Au

3

o



Figure 16.

Range energy relation for fission fragments (Behr, Bdggild,
Bros tz, and iauritsen, P! ys. Rev., 2, 839, 19,4C; also
Boggild, Brostr I, and Iauriteen, Ptyb. Rev., 2, 275, 1941).
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A.2 CLtJTIOa L? PYLIWO UP OF FUM

In 'EM following dismession of the resolution of pulses, two oases will
be treated:

In the first case, it is passed that every pulse which is counted

paralyses the detectio% equipment for a time T which is large compared with
the duration of the pulse. The dead time t sha;l be independent of amr
other pulse occuring during this time. Such a situation arises, for instance,
in the case of a Geiger-Mueller counter or in the oases of a thyratron triggered

bVr a very short pulse. The probability that n-1 additional pulses occur within
the time after a pulse is given bV Poisson's formula

P(n - 1) ( no )tnm (8)
(n()

where % is the average uaber of pulses per unit time. The number of counts
per unit time containing n pulses is given by

C(n) : K- P(n.l)

where the constant K is determined by the normalizing condition
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no K T(n - 1) n = K r(n . 1) (n - 1+ 1) =K (C n + 1)

Thuzwe gat f'r C(n)

C(n - - n (91+ t n (. )e
.

ci
For tr.e, tctel courtir g rate (nrubhor f :vtLts per vn! tinm, irrepectine cf

how many ru ses are contained in a Ccctr', we have

Cn
0 1 + Z no

The relative counting loie. is

no - C n

A very cornvenient my of deteranirdrg t and therefore the courting loss corS ets

in corpering the courting rates CO, and C, df two sources with pulte re ne n

and r.,., with! th courting rte Co of the cowbineA smc'rce which is giver by

. n-, + 4. Ce o-2iC,C .- 2 Z (12)

The rate of eccldentml coircidenrea G of two recording' devir'es givug

pulses of durntio. C and haVing counting rates C and C is given b- the

equation; S

G f -C ( n - E C (. o C ( r )
L 2 1 22

For (01+ Co2)t j 1, one obtains, neglecting higher thftn i tear terma s

G = 2%C - (1')01 022

Aft a second caE., ecrsider t.h t he d'r- tc iA not n c-nretmert,

iva'!-render.t of ;uatsquent crt.t f111: g wtthit. %, but thm t ti rercrirg

inetruwrezt rwcctrdi a pulse provided that. the voltage of the cllecting

electrode has beer at zerc for any arbitrary short time precrdimg t pulse.



Again Iet % be the pulse rate. The probability that a pulse is followed; by

a "gap" of duration C, (no further pulse during the tiMre t) ie given ,

e p. Thus the counting rate C0 (nairber of recorded counts per t.nit. tise) is

- n
C :n * o

0 o

The nurbers of single, double rnd n fold courts are, respectively:

C (1) _ % e-2 t r'o since one requires a gap

of at least Z before and after a pulse;

C (2) = nc eT no (I - e - t') requiring that the

rulse be fc13owod by one Aher within the time 'C ; ard

C (n) : n ( S -

For the det'rRiration of t ne rersel In tire % we lhae, using tt:%. sace

notation as before:

C + Co - 2

C -C C
012 01 02

The piling up of square pulses of uniform height F and equal width t ii

discussed belov.

A ruise height n*? is produced if n pulses ccur within a tine C . The

counti:.g rate of counts of herht nP is therefore given by thec eurtirg rate

C(n) giver by Equation ?. It shovud be kept in rinxl that the height nT exit

only durfr.g a time smaller thar, t Concnqueoztly, 1nsiy vl the RtltipSe pulsL3

are of very short duration. In practical cases, where the pulses usuAlly hsv.

am erponertial rise and decay, the formula gives ji;roxinAte values if "t :s I

t aken or the resclvir ; tin.. For an accurate treatment of practical uasis, t

knowledge of the coc.jlete trey,-ient responee of the detectijig equlaernt 's rnecerary.



A3 NI)ICA L VALUE OF TI!. BAO: SCATT~ly FVNCTXON I n 1ARTXZCLm

(a) Relative alues of I for wurious materials a

Au

S 102

Al

Be

Material / Qglp

1.00

.99

.19

.23

(b) Vluss of f for gold using a. particles df 3.Ee ci renge (N.T.r.)

at vartus values at R() in air ( R(b) * the reng. of &aO(-marticle whose

energy is equAl to tk* bias energ 8 ):

0

.1

.2

.3

.5

.0

8.0

7.7

7,5

(c) For the vari tions cf I with the rP-Yge R.
can approx ro tely aseuae tmt

2 1(R) I 20.)

of the o("partcls, one

R3(% 10

rx that 1 ures approxiat.ly irvrsey with the square root of the range.

a


